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Young Wild West Senten.ced To Die
OR, · ARIETTA AND THE VIGILANTES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Hears Of A
Danite Band.
It was toward the close of a cloudy day in the
early fall, a few years ago, when Young Wild
West and his friends rode into the little town
that was called Coyote Hill, in the southwestern
part of Wyoming, very close to the Utah line.
The place was really nothing more than a settlement of a few scattered houses and shanties,
but the inhabitants chose to call it a town, so no
one took the trouble to contradict them. There
was the usual general store to be found there;
the blacksmith sh~ was much in evidence, while
th€ one-story structure that was called a tavern
stood at the fork of the roads. Young Wild West
had been riding around in the vicinity of Fort
Bridger for over a week, stopping whenever there
was anything worth while, but most of the time
had been spent in the saddle and camp.
As usual, the dashing boy, who had made such
a reputation for his courage and daring, was attired in a fancy, but serviceable suit of buckskin,
and with his long, light chestnut hair hangtng
over his shoulders, he surely made the picture of
the ideal Boy Hero of the Wild West, which he
undoubtedly was. His mount was the same sorrel stallion, which he had named Spitfire-a steed
that had carried him safely through many perils,
and one that could not be equalled for speed and
endurance.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout,
and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy of his own age,
were with him, as might be supposed. But the
"girls" as they called them, though one was a
married woman, were with them, too, and so
were the two Chinamen, who acted in the capacity of cook and handy man. The ,girls were
Arietta Murdock, the charming, golden-haired
sweetheart of our hero; Anna, Cheyenne Charlie's .w ife, and Eloise .Gardiner, the sweetheart
of Jim Dart. · Of the three, Arietta was the only
ne who had been born and reared in the West.
She could shoot with unerring aim, and she had
learned the value of remaining cool in times of
danger. Experience was partly responsible for
this, though it must be said that the example
set by her dashing young lover had much to do
with it.

The two Chinamen mentioned were brothers,
and quite typical of their race, as far as appearance went. Wing Wah, the cook, was unassuming and very quiet. He did his work well,
and as he had been the first to be employed by
Wild and his partners, he was sure of keeping
his job. Hop Wah looked far more innocent
tl1an his brother. ,);But that was as far as it went,
since he was really a remarkable character in
more ways than one.
He had picked up considerable knowledge- since
he had landed at Frisco, a few years before, and
this, added to the fact that he was -il very clever
sleight-of-hand performer, made him an exception to the majority of his race. He was of a
humorous turn of mind, too, and he never lost
the opportunity of making someone the victim of
a practical joke. But Hop had become a fixtura
to the party, for more than once he had been
the direct means of saving the lives of our hero
and his friends, and all because he was clever
and able to do the right thing at the right time.
Of course, everybody must know that Young
Wild West had the reputation of being the Champion Deadshot of the West at the time of which
we write. So much has been written of his daring exploits that it would not be well to waste
space in speaking of them here. The party had
been following a wagon trail the biggest pa1·t
of the day, and when the settlement suddenly
showed as they emerged from a big patch of
timber, they were really glad. Not that they felt
like enjoying the privilege of meeting and talking with those who lived there so much, but because they felt that something might occur to
create a little excitement.
Excitement and adventure was what they looked for, and they were always ready to do a good
turn for those in need of it, and never once did
they neglect ·the opportunity to punish criminals
and break up the bad gangs that were so common all over the region known as the Wild West.
Fighti-ng bad Indians and rushing down bands
of outlaws were greatly to their liking, and as
thev had plenty of money to carry out their
hobby, which ""' as roughing it in tbe wildest
parts, there was nothing to prevent them from
doing it. Mines, both ,gold and silver, were owned by them, and the income derived from these
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sources was really more than they could spend . .
"Somethin's up, Wild; you kin bet on it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as they neared the
tavern. He pointed to an excited crowd before
the place as he spoke.
"It looks that w·ay, Charlie," the yong deadshot repljed, in the cool and easy way that had
helped make him famous. "There a r e a score
or more of men there, and some of them are armed with rifles, too. ·w ell, we will soon learn what
is going on."
·
The approaching party had already been seen
by those grouped about the tav.e rn. As our
friends rode up and came to a halt within a few
feet of the men, there came a "hush, while all
eyes were turned upon the newcomers. They
did not know the name of the place, so the young
deadshot selected a man he took to be a sort of
leader, and called out:
"My friend, can vou tell us the name of this
town? We are strangers in these parts, and we
didn't know there was a town here."
"Coyote Hill," came the quick reply. "But say.
young feller, did you meet anyone as you come
around ther- bend over there?"
"Not a soul," and as he said this, the young
deadshot quickly dismounted.
"Blamed if .it ain't Young Wild West, boys !" a
voice shouted from the doorway of the tavern,
and then a tall man, who was evidently a rancher,
came hurrying out.
Wild looked at him and pr,omptly recognized
him as a man named Johnson, he had met a year
or so before in his tr a vels further south. It
was only a casual meeting, to be sure, but the
boy generally remembered a face a~ter seeing it
once. He also remembe1·ed the name, so he
quickly. stepped forward, and holding out hi.,
hand, exclaimed:
"How are you, Mr. Johnson? I am a little
surprised to meet you so far out of your latitude."
.
"An' I'm sur prised to meet you, too, Young
Wild West," was the joyful response. "But it's
all right, an' I'm glad you got here jest as you
did. There's trouble goin' on around these parts,
an' ther folks here is stirred up a whole lot."
"Trouble, eh? Well, I had aJl idea that something was wrong when we saw the· crowd gathered here and noticed that some of them had rifles.
What is the trouble, Mr. Johnson?"
"There's a bad
gang of men what's been
kicked out of ther Mor mon ranks hangin' around
these parts an' makin' life miserable for everyone they kin come across. They're ther worst
thieves that I've ever seen, an' I've met with
quite a few, you kin bet·."
"Ther ones he's talkin' about is Danites, though
they don't belong to ther regular order," spoke
up the man Wild had judged to be the leader
of the crowd. "There's good an' bad among
. Mol1!lons, jest ther same a s there is among any
other kind of people. But it seems that this
gang what's causin' so much trouble alo:n,g ther
line ain't liked by ther honest Mormons any .
more than thev are by us people. They're hunt- ·
in' 'em, too, but it seems that no one kin find out
jest where they go afte1· thev do th~ir stealin'."
Young Wild West's eyes fl.ashed with pleasure
as he listened to what the men sa· . He was
never better satisfied than when he W1» after a

bad g-ang for the purpose of breaking it up and
assisting the inhabitants of the West to live in
a peaceful manner.
"Danites, eh?" he said, and then he turned to
his two partners, and added: "What do yoa
think of this, boys?"
"It jest suits me," Cheyenne Charlie answered,
a grim smile showing on his tanned and weatherbeaten face, while he took occasion to give the
ends of his long black mustache a twirl, a habit
which he had formed and was bound to do whenever he was a little more than ordinarily interested in something.
It might seem rather strange that none of the
crowd had recognized the Champion Deadshot of
the West save the ranchman. But it happened
that our friends had never been in the near
vicinity of Coyote Hill before, and also that th~
most of the settlers there had come from Minnesota. But quite a few of them had heard of
the boy hero, however, and they were listening
eagerly and looking admiringly at hi,m while the
conversation was 1going on.
"Well, gentlemen," our hero said; as he shot a
glance at the crowd, "it seems that you mus t
be getting ready to stl,\rt out and look for tfiis
gan1< of Danites. Has anything happened lately
that would cause you to feel as though you wanted to get them in a hurry?"
"I reckon there was somethin' happened,''
Johnson, the ranchman, answered quickly . . "Jest
come inside an' you'll see for vourself."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had dismount•
ed bv this time, so they quickly followed Wild
into the tavern. Stretched out upon some chairs,
over which - a blanket had been spread, was a
man, who was wounded. The young deadshot
quickly came over to him and found that he
had received a bullet in his left shoulder , but that
he was likely to r ecover.
"That feller carries ther mail from ther railroad dow_n here," explained John son, a s he nodded to the wounded man. "He was ridin' here
over ther same tra il that you f olks came about
an hour ago, wh!') n he was held 1:1p by four men
wearin' caps over their heads what's got ear<!
on ter make 'em look like owls, or somethin'.
He puts up a fight, but they downed him with a
bullet, an' ~hen they · took ther mail pounch
he was carrym'. It happened that there was considerable money in some of ther letters, so they
made a haul of two or three hundred dollars.
They let this poor fellow lay where he fell an'
then lit out, an' after a while he managed ter
climb on his horse an' come back an' tell us
about it. That gang was ther Danites., 'cause we
know that by ther caps they wore. Ain't that
enough ter make us feel like gittin' after 'em?"
"It certainly is," our hero answered. "Did ..ou
say this happened an hour ago?"
"Yes, when ther hold-up took place, but ther
victim only got here about ten minutes afore
you folks showed up."
"Oh, I see."
"You must nave seen blood alo:n,g ther trail,"
went on the ranchman, '"cause he was bleedin'
putty bad."
·
"Well, we didn't notice any," our hero answered, looking somewhat surprised.
"1 didn't come along- ther trail," spoke up the
wounded man, feebly., "Where they caught me
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was a little to ther left of ther trail, an' after I
had managed ter git on my horse, I took a short
cut."
"That explains it, then," Jim Dart observed.
"If there had been any blood-stains along the
trail, we would certainly have seen them, bec~use
we are always looking quite sharply as we ride
along."
Wild saw that the wounded man had been
taken care of pretty well, but he was so weak
that he did not deem it advisable to question
him much just then.
"Does he live anywhere close at hand?" he
queried, turning to the ranchman, who seemed to
be the most talkative one of the lot.
"Yes, but we thought we would give him a little rest here afore we took him to his house."
"Well, I think if you made a stretcher and
took him home, it would be all the better. Is he
married?"
"Yes, an' hi s wife don't know what's happened
yet."
"Well, I think you would be a good one to go
over and let her know. You can tell her that
there is no danger that he will die, for I can
see that the bullet grazed the bone and passed
through the fleshy part. He wil~ come out all
riirht, though it will be some time before he
will be able to use his left arm."
The cool and easy way in which the boy spoke
seemed to impress the men greatly. They had
been whispering to each other about him and his
friends, and as Wild turned to igo out, several
of them wanted to shake hands with him, while
one insisted that he should give them some advice
as to how they should go in order to find the
villainous Danites.
"Well," said Wild, smiling at the man who
asked the question, "about the only way to get
after them would be to strike the trail and follow it until you get them."
"We've tried that lots of time afore," was the
declaration. "We always lose ther trail, it
seems."
"Well, that shows the gang is rather foxy.
But I reckon it won't be such hard work to find
them and clean them up, too. We will help you
out, but not until to-morrow. It would be useless to strike out now, for it will soon be dark,
and then we would be simply wasting time."
"Well, I think some of us had better go an'
look 'em up. We've got our horses out here."
"Yes, it would be a good idea.''
Some of them did mount and ride away, and
then Young Wild West walked over to the ranchman, who was talking with three or four of the
inhabitants, and said:
"I reckon it will be all right if we pitch our
tents somewhere close by here. We want to
stop here until we have helped you get rid of
this band of Danites that has been causing so
much troubles.''
"Well, I don't live in Coyote Hill," the ranch~an retorted, "but I'm sartin that there won't
be no objections no matter where you put up
your tents. I sold out my ranch in ther south
an' I now own one about six miles to ther north
of here. Here's where I come to git my supplies. I've been here since noon, an' I was jest
talkin' about ridin' back to ther ranch when ther
wounded man come in an' reported that ther
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Danites had attacked him an' stole ther mail
pounch.''
Wild nodded, and then walking over to the
girls and the two Chinamen, he said:
"I reckon you had better ride over to that
vacant spot over the1·e, where the little grove of
trees is. That will be as 1good a place as any to
stop at while we remain at Coyote Hill.''
"All right, Wild," Arietta answered. "But
what is the trouble, anyhow? We managed to
catch something of what has been said, but not
all.''
"Well, we have struck luck by coming here,
little girl. A gang of thieves are working about
this section, and they are Danites, too. You
know what kind of fello ws thev are.''
"Yes, I do," and the g·irl shrugged her shoulders and looked very serious for a moment. "I
certainly had some experience with Danites.''
"But you came out all right, so there is no
use in worrying about it, Et.''
"Oh, I am not worrying; I never do, \Vild."
"I know you don't. But go on over there and
see that the Chinamen put up the tents in the
proper positions. Charlie and Jim will stay her3
with me until we find out all about this band of
Danites.''
The girl gave a nod, and then speaking to her
companion, she turned and rode toward the spot
the young deadshot had indicated, the two Chinamen following and leadin,g the loaded packhorses. Then our hero got the ranchman, and
two or three others and went into the tavern,
where they sat down at a table. While Cheyenne
Charlie listened and said nothing, he questioned
the men, and learned that many robberies had
been committed within the last month or two,
and that the perpetrators invariably wore 'he
caps with ears over their heads, concealing the·
upper portion of their faces, the same as a mask
would do.
The robbers had always been careful not to at-loo
tack any more than one or two people at a time,
and so they had been very successful in their
dealing. Sometimes they worked on the Wyoming side of the line, and others, on the Utah.
The stretch they covered was probably fifty miles
in length, so there was really no way to tell
just where their hiding-place might be located.
"You said they had been kicked out of the
Mormon Church, I believe?" our hero observed,
as he nodded to Johnson, the ranchman.
"Well, that's what we've been told by some of
the Mormons what come over here now an' then."
"That means they must know who the villains
are, individually, I mean.''
"Most likely they do."
"Well, it might be a good idea to find out the
names of some of them-that of the leader, anyhow."
"I reckon yer might do that. There's a goodsized town about eight miles below here, which
is in Utah. There's lots of Mormons there; in
fact, there ain't nothin' else, as I've ever seen.
They've got a little tabernacle there.''
"Is that so? Well, I reckon we'll take a ride
down there to-night, then, after supper."
The boy questioned the men further, but gleaned no information other than what has been
recorded. As he turned to leave the place to
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join the girls at thf;! camp, a stout man with a
fl.arid face was seen riding up.

"Here comes a man , who might tell yer sornethin' a-bout ther Danites, Young Wild West!"
the ranchman exclaimed. "He's one of ther head
one of ther little town I spoke about. He's Eld~r

Digby."

"Oh, all right, then. Just introduce me, will
you, when he gets there?"
A few seconds later the horseman rode up and
dismounted. Then Johnson quickly went to him
and said:
"Elde.r Digby, I want ter introduce you to
Young Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot an'
Boss Boy of ther whole West."
Wi!d was watching the face of the man closely,
and when he saw him give a start and look
rather uneasy, he made up his mind that he was
not anxious to meet him. But he said nothing,
and when he had shaken hands with him, he
waite'd for Johnson to go ahead and do the questioning. But before this could be done the
elder excused himself, and went into the tavern.
"Come on, boys," our hero said, turning to his
partners, "I reckon we woi1't bother with that
fellow just now. He is not very anxious to give
·
us any information, anyhow."
"You kin bet your life he ain't, Wild," the
scout answered, with a knowing wink. "That
galoot ain't no good, an' I'll bet on it."

CHAPTER II.-Elder Digby Is Angered.
Young Wild West and his partners went at
once to the spot where the two Chinamen were
busy at work erectin,g the two tents and putting
the camp in shape. The girls were assisting in
putting things to rights, and when they saw them
coming, they paused and waited to hear what
they had learned.
"Well, girls," said the young deadshot, as the
question was put to him, "I reckon we haven't
learned a whole lot.. The su:in and substance of
It all is that there is a gang of bad Mormons
who have been kicked out of the church, according to what the ranchman says, who are doing
thefts all along the line between Wyoming and
Utah for a distance of something like fifty miles.
That's about all there is to it, save that no one
seems to be able to catch them. I reckon we
have got some work on hand now, and we will
stay around these parts until we have cleaned
up this gang, or my name isn't Young Wild
West."
"Just like you, Wild!" exclaimed Arietta, looking at him and ·shaking her head, though the gaze
she shot at him was one of admiration. "You
are never satisfied Ul}less you are after a lawless gang, or getting into some sort of trouble."
"Well, I can't help that, little giri. I suppose
I was born that way. The more I do in that line,
the more I want to do. But don't you think it is
a good thing for us to help put down such bands
of criminals?"
"Oh, yes, Wild, I certainly do think that, and
I always help you whenever I can."
"That's right, Et. You are always on hand
Wh<.;n needed. Well, probably you will hav~ a

chance to assist us in this business before we
·
are through."
The' boy then gave some directions to Hop and
Wing, after which he unsaddled his horse and
led him to a grassy spot, so he might graze t0
his heart's content. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart did tlie same with their horses, and by
this time the tents were in place and Wing, the
cook was gathering together some dry wood to
kindle a fire so that the evening meai might be
prepared. As the sun was obscured by the clouds
when it went below the horizon, it got dark almost immediately:- But by this time a fire was
hlazing merrily, and the lantern was hanging
from the limb of a tree to light the scene for
our friends. Young Wild West always saw to
it that plenty of provisions were carried with
them,-and, with the game they shot, it was seldom, indeed, that they went without what might
be called a square meal.
The supper was cooked and eaten, and the
moment that Young Wild West's Clever Chinee
had finished eating, he disappeared in the bushes
close to the camp. Cheyenne Charlie was the
first to notice this, and with a shrug of the
shoulders, he looked at Wild and said:
"Well, ther heathen,couldn't 'stand it no longer.
He's makin' a bee-line for ther tavern. Most
likely there'll be some fun there in a few minutes,
'cause I've got an idea that he is in jest ther
humor ter do a little cuttin' up."
"Well, Charlie, it is seldom when he isn't in
such a -humo1·," the young deadshot answered,
with a smile. "But let him go ahead. He knows
enough by this time just how far to go with
his practical joking. I suppose we had better
,go over there pretty .soon, for it strikes me that
if the Mormon elder remains there Hop will select him as the victim o'f a joke. He is just the
1:,ort of man that would appeal to Hop, you know."
"I reckon he is, but I don't blame Hop much if
he does give him a shakin' up. That galoot
ain't no good, as I' said ther minute he turned
away from us over there at ther tavern."
"Well, never mind about that. We mustn't
always judge a man too hastily, you know."
"Well, I take mighty good notice that you generally jedge a galoot mighty quick, an' I could
tell right away when I seen yer sizin' that feller
up, that you did·n 't think he amounted ter much."
"Right you are, Charlie. But w~ will examine
him a little closer, if he remains at the tavern.
Now then, you and I will take a talk over. there.
I reckon Jim would just as leave stay here with
the girls."
"I surely will stay, Wild," Dart answered
quickly. "There is no need of me going to the
tavern just now, but when you get ready for
business, you know well enough that I will be
·
right on hand."
Wild thought there was no use of delaying, so
he nodded to the scout to come on, and the two
started for the tavern, which was only about a
hundred yards distant. As they neared it they
heard a burst of laUighter, and then they knew '
that Hop had already started in to amuse those
he had found there. They entered the place
leisurely, and found probably _a dozen men
gathered close to the bar, where the clever Chinee
was standing.
He was talking rapidly in his Pigeon-English,
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and relating a wonderful story about his uncle
in. China, which probably no one could get head
or tail of. But they laughed at him, for his
actions were funny. A glance about the room.
sufficed to show Wild and Charlie that Elder
Digby was not there. But they were satisfied
that he had not left the place, since they had
not heard the sounds of hoof-beats since they
•
went into camp.
"Me velly smartee, so be," Hop said, just then;
"me allee samee Young Wild West's Clevee Chinee. Hip hi! Hoolay!"
"He's been tellin' us t,hat he's very smart for
about a dozen times," one of the inmates of the
1·oom said to Wild, as a bxoad grin showed on
his face . "At first we thought he was nothin'
more than a fool Chmee, but it seems now that he
might be a little smart, 'cause h_e sartinly knows
how ter make a feller laugh."
"Well, my friend," our hero answered, with rt
smile, "you take my advice and don't make a
wager with him, or get into any gambling game .
. If you do, he certainly will get .the best of you,
and then no doubt you will know for a fact that
;he is very smart."
"He knows how ter gamble, does he?"
"I reckon he does. He can beat any card sharp .
I ever saw; yet to look at him you would think
he was one of the most innocent heathens that
ever left China to come to the Land of the Free."
"Huh!" and the man looked incredulous. "I'm
' somewhat of a gambler myself, though I don't
call myself no card sharp.. But I've been able
to stack ther cards ever since I was a kid, an'
there ain't no one around these parts what kin
hold a candle ter me at playin' draw poker."
"Well, if you tackle . our clever Chinee you
will make a mistake, that's all. I have given
you the advice, and it i_s for you to accept it,
or refuse it. It makes no difference to me."
"Well, I'm much obliged to yer, Young Wild
West. My name is Pete Simmons, an' I'm putty
well known around here. I've got ther reputation
of bein' putty honest, an' I will say that I never
done anything in ther way of stealin' in my
whole life, though some folks say i,t ain't exactly
honest ter play cards an' win money :(ram others.
Rut I say it's fair an' square, _as long as them
what's playin' is willin' ter lose thefr money."
"There is logic in what you say, Mr. Simmons.
But if you haven't any money to lose, you had
better let Hop Wah alone."
The more the boy spoke in this, way the more
eager Pete Simmons, as he called himself, was
to get in a game of draw poker with the Chinaman. - Wild knew this, and he decided that it was
·u :;-eless to say anything further. But in case
they did get into a game, and Hop won his
money, he meant to make him return it. Simmons now edged over toward Hop, no doubt for
the purpose of inviting him to play cards. But
it was just then that the stout man with the
florid face, who had been introduced as Elder
Digby, a Mormon from the other side of the lin2,
came from another room, and walked prompously
\a the bar.
"Take out for my supper, Jackson," he said,
to the man behind the bar. "I think I will
remain here a while, for those who have gone
in pursuit of the scound1·els who shot and robbed
the mail carrier might 1·eturn with tidings."

"All right, Elder," and the proprietor, who was
doing duty behind the bar himself, immediately
took the money and gave the man his change.
"Jest make yourself at home. You're alwayswelcome here, 'cause I've found you to be one
of ther most peaceable men I ever met in my life.
It's too bad that you have got sich a set of rascals belongin' to your crowd, though."
"vVe have no rascals in the Mormons, Jackson,"
the elder retorted, sharply. "As soon as we find
that a man isn't worthy, we put him out, and
he becomes an outcast. I have never encouraged
anything that is wrong, and I am opposed to
the secret order that is called the Danites, too."
At this juncture, Hop stepped up close to the
elder, and bowing low, observed:
"You allee samee gottee two, thlee .wives, so
be?"
The elder's face clouded, and an angry flush
shot from his eyes.
"How dare you speak to me that way,
heathen?" he exclaimed. "I have a notion to
knock you down for that insult!"
"No hurtee poor Chinee," and Hop shrank
back as though he · feared being struck. "Me no
wantee makee you Il).ad, so be. Me velly goodee
Chinee. Me go to Sunday School in 'Flisco."
If our h~ro had not put down the elder as
being a hypocrite he might have inte.rfered and
compelled Hop to leave the tavern. But, satisfied
that- Elder Digby was not what he pretended to
be, he made no move in that direction, but allowed Hop to fight it out himself in.his own way.
"Do you mean to say that you are a Christian? the elder demanded, his tone of voice
rnftening slightly.
"Lat light, Misler Mormon. Me allee samee
velly goodee Chinee. Me velly solly me askee .
you if you havee two, thlee wives, so be. Maybe
.
you gotte fivee, sixee."
To look at him, no one would have'.lhought that
the Chinaman meant to add to the insult, if such
it could be called. He was very meek in his
manner, and appeared to be trying to apologizi.',
without knowing just the way to go about it.
"Where did this Chinaman come from?" the
elder demanded, turnin 1g- to Jackson, the proprietor.
"He's with Young Wild West, I reckon," was
·
the reply.
Then the eyes of the Mormon turned until they
fell upon those of our hero, who was standing
quietly by. · ·
"You're Young Wild West, I believe," he said
curtly.
"I reckon I am, elder. You haven't forgotten
our introduction, have you?"
"Yes, I had quite forgotten it. But I remember now. Is this Chinaman with you?"
"Yes, he is what we call our clevei- Chinee. [
am sure he meant no offense, Elder, in asking
you about the number of . wives you have. Ot
course, you probably have more than one."
"What do you mean ,hy that?" the elder demanded, his eyes flashing dangerously.
"Why, you don't think it is wrong to have
more than one wife, do you?" the bo:v, asked, a
tantalizing smile on his face now.
"No, but you do, or you wouldn't be talking
in this way."
"Well, it's all right, Elder. I am not old enou~b
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to have one wife yet, but I hardly think I will timee, and len me go to Sunday School and be
ever have more than one if I live to be a hun- g-oodee Chinee. Hip hi! Hoolay ! "
dred. But take it easy. I want to ask you a
"If what you say is true, you are certainly
few questions."
a remarkable fellow, my heathen friend," the
"You can ask me all the questions you like, but elder answered, forcing a smile, and at the same
I will refuse to answer them."
time casting a peculiar glance in the direction
"Ah! I thought you might be anxious to have · of our hero and the scout.
the rascals you have kicked out of your crowd
"Whattee you gottee in you pockee, Misler
caught and punished."
Mormon?" Hop asked, suddenly, as he reached
"I am anxious foi· that thing to happen. But over and placed his ha.nds in the pocket o:( the
elder's coat.
what can you do about it?"
·
He drew forth a small flask, which was nearly
"Well, I believe ·1 remarked shortly after I
arrived here that I thought it would be quite filled with whisky, and held it up before the eyes
easy to run this gang down, I will now say that of all hands. A roar of laughter went up, for
I know it will be easy, and I promise you, and though the elder was a frequent guest of the
everyone else in my hearing, to get. them before tavern, no one had ever seen him taking anytwo days have passed, provided they remain any- thing strong to drink, and to have a fla·s k of
where in this vicinity. Of course, if they are whisky pulled from his pocket now was quite
going to keep on riding ~way from here, it will enough to convince them that he had simply
take longer. But we will get them, just the been posing as a temperance man, but had been
drinking all the time.
same, even if they do that."
Of course,
flask had not been in his pocket
"You talk as if you were a man well experi- at all. lt wasthesiniply
sleight-of-hand that
enced in such matter~," the elder said, sneeringly. enabled him to make Hop's
it appear so. For a moMWell, I am not a man, of course, but I can't ment, Elder Digby stood
and glared at the prac),~Ip it if I haven't arrived at the age of twenty- tical joker, his face almost
as chalk.·
~e yet. But that's all right, Elder. Take rt Then suddenly he reached forashiswhite
belt and drew
easy, as I just said. Don't get offended at ,.any- a long-barreled revolver.
thing the Chinaman says to you, for he is an in"I'll kill you, heathen!" he exclaimed, in a
offensive sort of fellow that wouldn't hurt a flea."
burst of passion.
"Humph!" and the eldF tossed his head and
No doubt he would have made good his threat
turned away.
'
if Young Wild
had not been quick enough
"Jackson," said he, as he nodded to the pro- to stop him. AWest
blow from the boy sent
prietor, "if I were you, I wouldn't allow such the weapon flying quick
in the air.
people in your place."
"Hold on, elder!" Wild said, coolly. "Don't
"Ain't yer talkin' a little too fast, Elder?" get mad, because the Chinaman meant no harm.
Jackson said, mildly. "You're a mighty good cus- He is a sleight of hand performer, that's all,
tomer of mine, an' I've always liked yer. But and if you will only wait, he will 'convince you
it seems that Young Wild West ain't no ordinary of the fact, and amuse you as well."
person. That boy an' his pards has done more
But it is doubtful if the elder heard what the
good in runnin' down outlaw bands an' sich than boy said. He stepped back a pace, and drew
any forty men I've ever heard of. They ougo.htcr another revolver, which he attempted to level at
be encouraged, I think, an' jest 'cause ther China- Wild. Whack! A sharp blow on his wrist sent
man made a mistake in askin' yer about how the second gun flying.
many wives you had, you have got mad. If I
"If you are looking for trouble, Elder, you
was you, I'd look at it in another way, an' be certainly can get it," the young deadshot said,
friendly."
as he faced him, prepared to strike him with his
"Perhaps you are right, Jackson," and the eld- fist if the man demanded it.
There was a deep silence. ' But it did not last
er's manner changed suddenly. "Sometimes 1
feel a little peevish, and I'll admit that I was longer than two seconds. The elder had manaltQgether wrong in getting angry. Since the aged to calm himself somewhat, and by a great
Chinaman asked me the question, I will tell him effort he refrained from saying anything until
that I have two wives, and that I take good care . he turned and walked to the door.
·
"May the vengeanace of the Death Angels
of them and live strictly to the rules of the
soon overtake you, boy!" he hissed, and the:r;i he
order."
"You velly nicee man, so be," Hop spoke up, hurriedly left the tavern, and mounting his horse,
instantly, and then he stepped forward and bow- rode away.
ed, at the same time extending his hand.
A smi],l! flitted across the face of our hero as
he saw the Mormon accept the hand, for he knew
CHAPTER III.-Hop Breaks A Card Sharp.
very well that it. was a hypocritical proceeding.
The elder fairly detested the Chinaman he was
"Well, what do you think of that, Charlie?"
shaking hands with, but he must have had some- said Young Wild West, as he turned and
thing up his sleeve, so to i,5peak, or he would at the scout, when the Mormon elder had smiled
taken
not have done it.
llis departure. "I reckon I made no mistake
"Nowlen,"- went on Hop, "me showee you velly when ·1 sized up that fellow."
nicee lillee tlick. Me velly muchee magic man.
"I reckon not, Wild," and Charlie grinned and
In China me showee up empelor velly nicee lillee shook his head. "He's a Danite, all right. Death
tVck, and he a11ee samee givee me um million Angels, eh? Well, let 'em come. It won't be ther
dollee. .Me comee to 'Flisco, and spendee um mil- fi1·st time we've met sich galoots."
lion do}Jee velly muchee quickee. Havee bigee
"And perhaps it won't be the last, Charlie,-
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the young deadshot retorted, in his cool and
easy way.
Then he turned to the proprietor and the rest,
who were still rather silent, and said:
"Gentlemen, I suppose you arn now pretty
well convinced the Elder Digby is a rank hypocrite."
"It sartinly does look that way, Young Wild
West," the man who had introduced himself as
Pete Simmons, retorted. "'Nell, I never had no
use for him or any of his gang, anyhow, so. it
don't make no difference ter me."
"Well, I must say that ther elder always treated me fair an' square," Jackson, the proprieto1·
of the tavern declared, shakini,g his head. "But
ter see him git in sich a rage an' make a threat
like that, sartinly makes it appear that he ain't
jest what he's been seemin' ter be."
"No, he is anything but that," our hero declared, shaking his head. "I feel confident that
he is in league with this band of Danite thieves,
if not a member of it. But we will soon find
out about that, because we are going to run the
gang down. I reckon w_e will leave here now,
as we want to take a little ride over the line to
this Mormon town you have told us about."
"You had better look out when you git there,
'cause ther elder lives there," advised the tavern='
keeper.
"Well, that's. all right. I reckon he won't
harm us any," and so saying our hero nodded to
the scout, and then the two went out.
Hop Wah remained silent for fully five
minutes. Now and then he cast a furtive glance
at the door, as though he feared someone might
come and call him away. But at the expiration
of that time he brigthened up, and then began
talking glibly to those who had remained in the
place.
•~Say!" said Pete Simmons, who had boasted
of his card playing abilities to Wild, "I reckon
you an' me has i,got ter have a game of draw
poker."
"Whattee lat?" asked Hop, for the proposition
came as a surprise. "You wantee play dlaw
pokee, so be?"
"Yes, Young Wild West told me that you wa~
a champion at ther game, an' that you could
skin any man you set down with. I jest ,want
ter see if it's true."
"Me i'lO cheatee," declared Hop, putting on an
innocent look. "Me velly goodee Chinee."
"Well, 'if you kin cheat me without me knowin' it, you're welcome ter do it," and Simmons
laughed confidently.
It happened that there were others in the
room who had a fondness for the great American game, and as the two went over. to a table
and sat down requests were made to join in the
game and they were accommodated. Hop picked
up the cards. He shuffled them rapidly, occasionally allowing one to slip from the pack.
Each time he picked up a card he did something
that no one suspected, and when he got ready
)- to have the cut made, he had the pack just as
he wanted it. Simmons made the cut close to
the bottom, as though he thought the Chinaman
might have stacked the cards. But this made
no difference to Hop, for he put the cards to~ther just as they had been before the cut was
made, no one knowing the difference.
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He had a sort of mania for holding four aces
himself, and he could not resist the temptation
this time.
"How many cards you wantee?" he asked, a11
he slipped up a dollar to meet the ante.
"Well, I reckon I'll take three," was the reply.
"Allee light," and Hop promply gave them to
him.
When Simmons looked at them and found that
lie had drawn two more kings he was so elated
that he could hardly repress an exclamation of
delight. But Hop did not seem to be noticing
him at all. He looked at his own hand again,
and then after studying it carefully, without
showing it to anyone this time, he said:
"Me takee one card, so be. If me _gittee um
light one, me showee you somethling."
"Well, I hope yer git it, heathen," was the
sarcastic rejoinder. Hop made the discard, and
then drew a card from the top of the pack. As
he looked at it his face became illuminated with
a smile, and then it was easy for all hands to
imagine that he had drawn the card he was
looking for. But it was no such thing. The
card Hop had drawn amounted to nothing, since
he held the four aces before making the draw.
But that was his way of deceiving those who
did not understand his ways of playings.
"Here she goes for a ten dollar bill!" exclaimed Simmons, as he made the first bet.
"Lat allee light. Me gottee velly goodee hand,
so be. Me makee twenty more."
"I'm right with yer, heathen. If you kin raise
it twenty, I kin do ther same."
"Me makee fifty dollee more, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
"Well, you may be putty smart, but I'm blamed
if I'm goin' ter let yer bluff me out of thcr pot.
Here she goes, an' I'll make it jest ten more."
"Lat velly lillee bet, so be. Me makee fifty
dollee more."
Simmons began to count his ca h on hand. He
saw that it would be impossible for him to raise
it much more, so he placed in the req:iired
amount, and then by deliberating for a minute,
he pushed in all that he had, and said:
"There! jest meet that much. I'm goin' ter
"all yer."
"You gottee no more money, so be?"
"No. When a feller has got ter meet a fifty
dollar raise a few times, his money can't last
very long, kin it?"
"Lat light. Well, you callee me, eh?"
"Yes, what have yer got?"
"Me gottee four lillee aces."
"Thunderation ! " cried Simmons, leaning back
in his chair and opening wide his mouth. "I
tho~ght yer drawed for a full house or a flush.
Blamed if I ain't been bamboozled. Here I've
been settin' with four kings, thinkin' I had ther
best hand out. Well, heathen, I reckon Young
Wild West was right in what he said, after
all."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop answered,
blandly, and then he scooped in his winnings.
Broad grins were on the faces of the spectators, for it seemed to do them good to see Pete
Simmons get beaten at his favorite game. He
took it good-naturedly, however, and turning to
the proprietor, he said:
"Well, Jackson, am I good for a round of

-
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drinks? r ain't got no more money with me,
but I reckon I know where ter git some."
"I'll trust yer, Pete," was the reply.
• '
"All right, set 'em up for ther boys. I thought
I had it all my own way, but ther heathen
was too smart for me. He fooled me, an' no
mistake."
"Well, . I was watch in' him mighty close, an'
I'll swear that I didn't see him do anything in
ther way of cheatin'."
"Me no cheatee," declared Hop, innocently.
"Well, maybe nobody seen him do it, but if
I was goin' ter bet, it would be that I'd put up
money that he did cheat. He sartinly knowed
I had four kings, an' he held fours aces an'
made out that he was drawin' for a flush or a
full hand. But it's all right. Maybe I'll tackle
him again so~e time, when I've got more money.
I know his g.ame now, an' there next time I might
be able ter offset him."
Hop 'knew very well that when Wild returned
and found he had won money from Simmons
and the other three wno had been in the game
at the ·start, he would make him return his
winnings, so he decided to do it right now and
save the trouble.
"Misler Simmons," he said, after he had drank
with the loser, "Young Wild West no likee me
takee money flom anybody who no knowee how
tu play dlaw pokee. Me givee you money back,
so be."
"Give me my money back!" cried Simm'ons,
in amazement. "Do yer mean that?"
"Lat light. You takee you money back, so be."
Hop 'had a wonderful way of figuring out
things quickly. He knew just exactly how much
he had won from Simmons, and how much beIc,nged to the other three men jointly. H~ deposited it all upon th.e bar, and then quickly
divided it into.. two piles.
"Lat your · money, and lis money go to um
other Melican men, so be," .he declared.
.
"Well, I don't know as I oughter take it back,
since you won it fair enough, I s'pose," Simmons
retorted, shaking his head.
"You takee, for Youiljg Wild West allee
samee makee me givee to you when he comes
backee, so be."
.
"Well, if yer think it will be that way, I
s'pose I had better take it." .
.
Ile did so, and then the other three were mduced to take what belonged to them, they dividing it their own way.
"Now len," said Hop, waving his hand to the
crowd, "me go to um camp, so be. Me feelee
lillee bit tired, and wantee go to sleep."
Out he went, leaving the inmates of the tavern
barroom much amused at the cleverness he had
shown in the ,game of draw poker.

CHAPTER. IV.-The Meeting With the Danites.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
not been long in getting back to the camp and
saddling their horses. They had both noted
. the direction Elder Digby took when he left the
• tavern in such a hurried manner. Pausing long
enough to tell Jim and the· girls what they intended to do, they mounted and rode off in that
direction,

"Charlie," said our hero, as they rode slowly
along, until they were a short distance beyond
the limits of the settlement, "we may overtake
that Mormon fellow before we get to the town.
But I don't want him to know that he is being
followed. You will keep a little behind me, and
then you will be able to halt the moment you see
me do so."
'
"All right,- Wild," was the reply. "You go
right along. You'll find that I'll stop· my horse
mighty quick when ther time comes," Charlie
answered.
There was no moon, neither was there a star
to be seen, for it had been cloudly all day, and _
the air felt damp, as though it would rain soon.
Wild soon found that it was not a pleasant task
to Nde aloI!jg over a strange trail in the darkness; but he knew he could depend upon his
horse, for Spitfire was a sure-footed animal, and
possessed the instinct to keep along upon the
trail. They had to ride a distance of eight miles
and even in the dark that did not seem to be
very far to them, for they were used to riding
all day long in the saddle.
They kept on going at an easy lope, pausing
now and then when they came to .a bend in the
trail to listen. But nothing could they hear
that would indicate the pressence of anyone anywhere around, so they decided that the Mormon
elder must have gone along at a pretty good
clip. This must have been the case, for after
what seemed to be a rather long time they saw
the lights of a small town ahead of them as
they reached the top of a rise.
"There's the Mormon town, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie declared, as he gave a nod of satisfaction and pointed ahead.
,
"That's right, Charlie. Now then, if we could
only find out where Elder Digby lives, I reckon
we would be· able to get some information about
the Danite band. I am well satisfied that he is
in le.a gue with that gang, and it may i be that )
he is the boss, for all we know."
·
"Well, he is a tricky igaloot, you kin bet, Wild.
But when he lost his temper he showed u-p ter
jest what he was. I ain't got no use for sich
folks as him, anyhow. I like ter see a man fair
an' square, whether he's good or bad. I mean
by that, that I don't like no deceit of any kind."
"I understand what you mean, Charlie. That's
all right,· too. But come on. I reckon we can
risk going to a store, anyhow. We can make
out that we are on our way to Coyote Hill, and
by buying something, probably we will not be
suspected."
They kept on until they rode into the town,
which was rather compact, since the houses were
built close together, and had a very neat appearance. There was a rather wide street with
two narrower ones crossing it. But everything
had such a squareness in sha pe that it really
looked as though a big town had just been started with the intention of spreading out rapidly.
A big building was located on the right between
the two cross streets, with entrances from both,
and this they guessed must be a tabernacle.
"Wild, ther chances is there ain't nothin' but
Mormons what lives here," the ~cout observed,
as they went along, their horses now at a walk.
"Quite likely, Charlie," was the reply. "This
spot is pretty well isolated, I should think, and
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,hat is yo ·doubt why a section -of the Mormons
selected it to build a town. They wanted to ,
have everything their own way, and be as close
to the Wyomin,g line as possible. Of course they
are all the time looking to make converts, and
from what I have heard, they are quite successful. They have agents across the Atlantic, too,
and every now and then a big bunch of converts
come from England. You and I can't agree
with such a creed as that, but I suppose everybody is entitled to their own way of thinking,
and so long as they don't violate the law, they
should not be molested."
"That's all right enough," and Charlie shook
his head doubtingly. "But there's so many bad
ones as gits into ther game, makin' out they're
saintly, that ther whole thing is spoiled. Anyhow, what in thunderation does a man want
with more than one wife?"
"Well, that is not the main part of the creed,
Charlie. I believe that according to their doctrine, a man is permitted to have as many wives
as he can support. If you come right down to
it, I can't blame the man as much as I do the
women who become the wives. But it is not for
us to criticise something that we don't know
much about. We came here to find out something about the band of Danites that are robbing
both right and left. Elder Di,gby is under our
su~picion, and if we can find out where he lives
without exciting suspicion, I mean to go there
and do a little spying."
"An' I'll be right with yer, an' don't yer for- ·
git it."
By this time they were almost in the heart of
the town, so their convers-ation was carried on
in a low tone of voice. Few people were to be
seen upon the streets, but it was easy to locate
the main store of the pla ce, and riding up t o
this, our two friends dismounted. It must have
been that stores close rather early in the town,
for at this very moment the store-keeper was
making preparations to put out his lights and
close the door. As Wild and Charlie came in
he looked at them in surprise.
"Strangers, eh?" he said, after a pause.
"That's right, boss," our hero answered, in his
cool and easy way. "We are on our way to
Coyote Hill, and it is so dark that we are afraid
we can't find ouf way without a lantern. Can
you sell us one?"
"Certainly," and the store, keeper's face
brightened instantly.
Our hero did not want a lantern at all, but
he thought it a good idea to make such a purchase, since it would seem natural that strangers should want a light to continue on a journey
in the darkness. When the lantern had been
purchased and filled with oil, so it might be
lighted when they were ready to do so, the
stt>re-keeper said:
"My brothers, it is nearly ten miles to the
place you want to go. You can put up at a
comfortable house here to-night, if you like. It
will not cost you much. If you are of the faith,
it will cost you nothing."
'
' "No, thank you," Wild answered. "We are
in a hurry to get to Coyote Hill. We have some
business there."
"Well, if you have much money or valuables
,vitli you, I should advise you to wait until day-
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light. Dange1· lurks on the highway that leads
from here to Coyote Hill."
"You don't mean that we might meet robbers,
do you?" Wild asked, as though he was startled.
"That is just what I do mean, boy. Take my
advice and remain here, for you will be safe."
"What do you think about it?" our hero asked,
looking at Charlie as though he did not know
just what to do.
"I say go on. We ain't got nothin' much ter
steal, so if we're held up, it won't pay 'em,"
was the reply.
At this the store-keeper at once changed his
tactics.
- "Well, if you insist on going, I will say no
rr.ore. Here is your change."
Wild accepted the change from the bill he had
given him in payment for the lantern, and then
as he started to leave, he turned in a hesitating
way and said :
"Well, we have got quite a sum of money with
us, but I didn't want to say anything about it.
Suppose we should be held up by robbers?"
"You will lose it if you are," declared the
store-keeper, his face brightenin,g instantly.
"Maybe we had better stay here over night,"
and the boy turned to the scout, at the same
time winking at him.
l'No, we won't," was the retort. "I reckon
I kin shoot a s quick as the robbers kin."
Charlie showed his gun, and took pains to point
it toward the store-keeper, who at once shrank
back and held up his hands.
• "Careful, brother!" he cried. "If that should
go off I might be killed or badly inju:r.ed." ·
"Well, it never goes off till I want it ter,
boss, so don't git scared. But if you happen
ter see any of ther robbers, you kin tell 'em
that they're likely ter git shot if they bother us
IJ.fore we git to Coyote Hill."
"Me see anything of the robbers!" and the
store-keeper put on a look of pious surprise.
"Why, that would be impossible. No robbers
cc,me to me so I might talk to them, and if they
did I would try to convince them of the en-or of
their ways."
"Well, I 1·eckon we've "found out somethin',
anyhow, ain't we, Wild?" the scout observed,
when he had mounted his horse.
"A little, I think, Charlie. Now then, all we
have got to do is to ride along slowly and keep
our ears open. You canoet it won't be many
minutes before we will hear someone following
us. If I am not mistaken, this town is the headquarters for the band of Danites who are doiq
all the robbing."
·
"Jest what I was thinkin', Wild."
" Well, if we find out that such is the case,
all we have got to do is to lay a trap for them
a nd get them over into Wyoming. Then we will
make short work of them. I think it would be
a dvisable to have a band of vigilantes organized
in Coyote Hill, if there isn't already one there.
We must take them into our confidence to a ct!rtain extent, for there will be lots of fighting
to be done before we get through, perhaps."
"Most likely it would be a good idea ter do
a s you say," and the scout nodded his approval,
a_s he always did when the boy made a suggest10n.
In order to make the store-keeper think that
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they were in a hurry they started away. at a
gallop, Wi'd holding the lantern, which had been
lighted, so it might be seen by anyone who
might follow them. The scout chuckled softly to
himself, for he knew well that his boy leader
was simply setting a trap for the Danites, if
there were any of them about.
"Now · then, ·charlie," he said, "I reckon we
will stop right here for a while. Her.e's a
mighty good place to keep iii hiding. We will
set the lantern among the rocks over there, anJ
wait on this side. It won't be long before we
know if the store-keeper is in league with the
band of robbers."
The scout ,ga;e nod, and quickly dismounted.,
Wild walked over to where there were a lot of
rocks grouped about at the side of the trail.
He placed the lantern on one of them, just so
the light might be seen by anyone who approacned from the Mormon town. Then he led
his horse behind a sharp point of rock at the
other ~ide, and reaching a .hollow, came to a
halt. The scout was right there with him, and
again h'! chuckled, this time more audibly. From
where they were the two could watch the trail.
They soon became satisfied that the store-keeper
was just what they supposed he was, for suddenly the clatter of hoofs could be heard.
"Lie low, Charlie," our hero whispe1>ed. "They
are coming. There seems to be no more than
't hree or , four of them, by the sounds."
·
"Well. I s'pose they think that would be enough
ter ketch a man an' a boy," was the retort.
Suddenly the hoof-beats ceased, and then they
. knew tha+ the lighted lan·ern had been seen,
so they simnly waited for t he app r oach of the
villains on foot. Two or three minutes passed,
and then they suddenly saw the dark outlines
of three men stepping- cautiously along toward
the rocks that hid the lantern. Young Wild West
t()uched his partner on the arm and whispered:
"The- moment they find that we are not there·
we must give them a surprise, Charlie." •
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply, and the
scout held his revolver and shrugged his shoulders.
In a very sneaking way the three men crept
around the rocks, and as they happened to get
so the light shone partly upon them, our two
:friends saw their heads were covered by the
hood&· with the ears resemblin,g those of an owl
or cat.
"Wilct," the scout whispered, as he half raised
his revolver, "I feel like takin' a shQt right now.
Them galoots deserves ter be killed, 'cause
t.hey're sneakin' robbers."
"Well, don't shoot," was the quick reply.
''That's something we don't want to do if we
can help it. All I want to do is to- surprise
them and let them know that someone is after
them who is very apt to get them. I can't help
doing it, Charlie,· for I feel so confident that we
will corral the whole bunch of them that I am
going straight ahead and follow out my ideas."
Charlie was quite willing, of course, so he
waited. Around the -rocks · the three rascals
crept, and present}y they reached a point from
which they could see the lantern now but a few
feet from them. When th\'ly found no one was
there they acted very surprised, and finally they_
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arose to their feet and pegan talking in low
tones.
.
Now was the chance, and touching- the scout on
the shoulder and beckoning him to follow, Wild
slRpped cautiously toward the unsuspecting trio.
His ready revolver was in his right hand, and
there was a smile of confidence on his handsomtJ
face. Stepping around a rock so he would be
able to face them when he wanted to, the boy
got within ten feet of them. Then he suddenly
sprang out directly before them and exclaimed:
"How are you, strangers! You seem to be
looking for somebody."
The revolver in his hand w a s swaying- back
and forth before them, and as the scout stepped
out and leveled his gun at them, the three irave
vent to cries of fear and astonishment. Thev
were about to run away, but a sharp command
from the young deadshot stopped them.
"Stay right where you are, you scoundrels!"
he exclaimed, in a voice that told plainly how
well he meant it. "I want to talk to you before
you leave."
Not a wo1:d came in reply.
"You can tell Elder Digby that the next time
his gang of Danite robbers show up in the
vicinity of Coyote Hill they are going to be
corraled," Wild went on, in his cool and easy
way. "Tell him that Young Wild West says so.
He will know all about it then. Now then, when .
I count th ree, I want you to turn around and .
run as you never did before in your lives. If
you don't, you will feel hot lead~- One!"
The su rprised Danites stirred uneasily.
"Two!"
One of them partly turned.
"Three!"
Then all hands turned and darted away between the rocks. Grack ! 'Wild fired a shot
and extinguished the lantern. a nd then grabbmg
the scout by the arm, he pulled him after him,
and ran hurriedly back to their horses.

CHAPTER V.-Ready for Business.
As they had figured well upon the way which
they meant to ride, Young Wild West and the
scout did not get confused in the darkness, but
mou11ting their horses, they rode away at a
gallop. . When they had covered a distance of
probably a hundred yards they slackened their
speed and listened. But there were no sounds
that would indicate a pursuit, and satisfied that
the three Danites had not seen fit to mount and
ride after them, they continued on, and in a
short time they were · well on thefr way toward
Coyote Hill.
·
"Well, Charlie," said o:ur hero, as the scout
drew alongside him, "I reckon we gave those
fellows quite a surprise."
"That's jest what we did, Wild," was the reply.
"But I'm sorter sorry that we didn't take 'em
prisoners an' fetch 'em back to ther settlement
with us. ~hat would have been a m1ghty good
start in ther way of breakin' up ther robber
gang."
"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie. If
we had done that the others would have kept
pretty close, and the chances are we would have
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been compelled to wait a long while before we
got them all. After doing as I did, it will only
incense the gang all the more, and- they will
become very bold. See if I am not right."
"Well, maybe yer are, Wild. You're always
right in everything, so it ain't likely you're
makin' a mistake this time."
"I am confident that we will get a chance at
the Danites before to-morrow night. But come
on. Let's get back to the camp. We won't say
anything so the settlers will learn just what
occurred to-night. We will simply tell them that
we visited the Mormon town and found nearly
everyone in bed."
·
"Not a word from me, Wild, you kin bet on
that."
Dark as it was, they were not long in covering the space that intervened, and finally they
rode into the settlement. Several lights were
still burning in the house, for it was not so very
late, after all. Wild decided not to go to the
tavern at all, so they rode with their horses at
a walk until they reached the camp, and then
dismounting, were met by Jim and the girls, who
were eager to hear how they had made out.
"Well, we had quite a lively time of it a short
time while we were away," the young deadshot
said, in his cool and easy way. "We have found
out enough to convince us th.at the robbers belong at the Mormon town. No doubt they are
backed by the elder, but there are others who
know all about them, too, and could give a whole
lot of information if they desired. We went
into a store there and 'p urchased a lantern a~
a pretext. I talked with the store-keeper just
enough to make him think that I had quite a sum
of money with me, after he had first warned us
that we might be attacked by robbers on the
way back if we had money or valuables with us."'
"And were you attacked?" Arietta asked,
eagerly.
"Well, not exactly. But we attacked three of
the robbers, just the same. They were Danites,
no doubt, and wore the masked hoods described
by the men at this place."
The boy then went on to relate just what had
happened, and when his hearers learned how the
three Danites had been nearly frightened out
of their wits and caused to take flight, they
could not help but laugh.
"Charlie thinks we would have captured the
rascals, but I can't agree with him," Wild remarked, as he concluded his story.
"Well, I don't think so now, Wild. What you
said convinced me that you was jest right in
ther way vou done it."
"Of course he is right," Anna spoke up, nodding her head decisively. "The villains will surely take the message to the Mormon elder, and
then you can be quite sure that they will be
looking for revenge. They will come out of the
State of Utah, all right."
"Well, that's just what we want them to do,
though I wouldn't be afraid to tackle them over
the line. Politics enables them to have more
of a pull over there, of course, and should anythinig happen to us, we would stand a poor show
of getting away. Probably we would be convicted of some charge or other, and there is no
telling but . that we might be sent to prison before we could get the government authorities to
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interfere in our behalf. Buf it's all right. They
are not going to get the best of us."
The young deadshot spoke in such a confident
way that not one of his hearers doubted what
he said in the least. While they had no occasion
to fear of being disturbed during the night, our
hero adhered strictly to his regular rule, which
was to have someone on the watch all the time.
U sually Jim Dart did the first watch, Cheyenne
Charlie the second, and Wild the third. They
ciid not deviate from this rule, and so the night
passed without anything in the way of an interruption.
Shortly after daylight our hero aroused the
cook, and the noise Wing made while preparing
for the breakfast awoke the rest. Hop was the
last to come out of the tent, however, for he
usually slept the latest. This was no doubt due
to the fact that he sometimes stayed out very
late. But he had returned ea1·ly the night before, just the same. Quite often Cheyenne Charlie would arouse him from his slumber in the
morning in anything but a gentle way. But the
scout was no doubt thinking of going on the hunt
for the Danite robbe1·s, and he forgot it this
time.
"Velly nicee morning, so be, Misler Charlie,"
Hop observed, as he went to the little brook to
take his morning wash.
"Well, what of it?" was the snappy retort, for
Charlie could tell right away that Hop was joking with him.
·
"You gittee uppee velly early, so be."
"Well, I reckon it wasn't so early."
"You forgittee to wakee me when· you gittee
upfee."
'Yes, blamed if I didn't. But jest wait till
to-morrow mornin', an' I'll show you whether I'll
forgit it or not."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. To-mollow
morning me gittee uppee firstee, so be. Mc
velly smartee Chinee. Me lemember whatee you
say."
"Go on an' take your wash or I'll chuck you
in ther brook head first, heathen."
·
This had the . effect of silencin,g the Chinaman,
and he took pains to get to the other side of the
little stream, so he might watch the scout and
prevent him from interfering with him. The
breakfast that morning consisted of bacon and
eggs and hot corn muffins, for the scout'1;1 wife
assisted the cook, and by the time they had finished the meal about every settler was up and
stirring. Presently four mounted men came over
and halted at the camp. Wild recognized them
as some of those who had gone in search of the
robbers who had held up the mail carrier.
"Well, what luck did you have, gentlemen?"
he asked, after greetings l\.ad been exchanged
"Did you find any trace of the robbers last
night?"
· ,
"Nope, we couldn't1rnd hide nor hair of 'em"
one of the men reto1·ted, shaking his head in 'a
puzzled way. "I s'pose they've gone to their
hangout. I've -soi-ter got a notion that the'r gang
belongs in ther Mormon town."
"Well, I think you're right, my friend, our
hero answered, quickly. "But say! what is the
name of that town, anyhow? We forgot to ask
any of you, and we were there last night withoµ,t
knowing just where we were."
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"They call it Youngsville."
"Ah, I see! Named after Brigham Young, I
.
suppose."
"Yes, that's right. It's a sort of new town,
too, an' they've got a. mighty fine tabernacle
there."
"Yes, we saw it, but it was too dark to take
in the beauty of it."
"Well,· I don't know as there's any beauty
about it, but I s'pose it's all right for ther
purpose it was built for. They're an awful
sanctimonious lot, ther most of 'em, though I
don't believe half of 'em means , what they say
or do."
"Well, that isn't for you or I to judge."
"No, that'.s true. But I can't help expressin'
my opinion now an' then."
· Wild learned that the speaker's name was
. Rawlins, and that he had spent considerable of
his time among the Mor mons. He questioned him
and got no little information from him, though
it did not bear upon the present case any.
"Are you goin' ter hunt around for ther robbers to-day, Young Wild West?" Rawlins asked,
as he was ready to take his departure.
"Yes, I think we will."
"Do you wan t us ter go with yer?"
"Well, no. But see here, there is something
you might do, if you haven't already done so."
·
"What's that?"
"Organize a vigilance committee."
"By thunder! I s'pose that would be all right .
A lot of us here acts about ther same a s a
vigilance committee would, though we ain't never
formed an ·organi?ztion."
"Well, it would lMk better if you did form an
organization. Something has got to be done to
protect yourselves. I suppose men have already
been sent to the postal aut horities about the holdup."
"Well, a man was ter ride over this mornin'
an' report i:t. I don't know whether he's gone
yet, but most likely he has."
"Well, .if you will organize and get a . dozen
or more men together, we will no doubt call
upon you before the day is over. I have an idea
that we might set a trap for the Danites, and
if we once get them trapped, we will need a
little help to take them alive. It won't hardly
do to shoot them down unless they put up such
a strong fight that we are compelled to."
"Well, if you'll help me, I'll try ter git a
committee o:nganized right away."
"I certainly will help you, Mr. Rawlins. Come
on; we will go over to the tavern, where there
are quite a few men, I see, at ther pres~nt moment."
Wild, Charlie and Jim accompanied the men
over to the tavern,· and it was not long before
there were twenty or more who were anxious
and willing to ride out and hunt for the robbers.
Rawlins called upon the boy to make a statement
as to what they should do, and Wild was not
lc,ng in obliging. The result was that in less
than half an hour a committee· consisting of sixteen men, all of whom owned good horses and
firearms, were formed into a vigilance committee.
Rawlins, who seemed to be quite popular, was
elected the leader, and satisfied that t hey would
answer t he purpose he h11d in view, our hero
left them, saying as he did so :

"Now then, you fellows can make a search
along the trail and be on the lookout for the
robbers, for it may be that they will appear at
any time. We will be out hunting around, too."
"All right," was the reply, and then our three
friends were not long in reaching the camp.
They soon saddled their horses, and as they
were ready to ride away, Arietta stepped up to
.
her young lover and said :
"How long to do you mean to be away, Wild?"
"Well, I don't know, but I think we will be
back before sunset," was the reply.
"Well, I would like to go with you, but if you
are not back by sunset, I mean to come and look
for you."
"If you f eel as thought you would like to come
and look for us, don't wait tha t long, for I
wouldn't like to have you be out and get caught
when n ight comes. We are simply going to
follow the trail, which we have heard runs along
close to the U tah line. I don't know whether
there is much t ravel over it or not, but there
must be considerable, or the rolibers wouldn't be
plying their trade there. As you know, the trail
runs sout h from here, but it turns off to the west
t wo or three miles below. Be careful and don't
get over into the Mormon town, which is called
Youngsville. It is a regular hotbed of Danites,
I .am certain."
"It must be, from wh a t you told us what happened to you last night. Well, Wild, I will do
just as you say. I will take Hop with me when
I leave here."
"Hip hi! Hoolay !" cried the Chin11man, jubilantly, for he was itching to g o somewhere where
he might have a little excitement, or perhap,;
fun.
"You might keep an eye on what the vigilanteq
are doing while we are gon~, Et," the young
deadshot said, as he reined in his horse at the
start. "They seem to be pretty green about huntin1g down the Danites, or they would have had
them before this."
"All right, Wild. Perhaps I may assist the
vigilantes."
"Me helpee, t oo, so be, Misler Wild!" Hop exclaimed. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, no doubt you will be able to help a little, if you have the chance, Hop," and so saying the boy started his · horse forward, and rode
from the camp, followed by his two partners.
"Somethling happen allee samee plett y soonee,"
declared Hop,-a s he gave a nod and looked after
them, a s they rode away. ,.
"That's right, Hop," Arie_tta answered, "I am
going to go against what Wild says this time,
for I mean to follpw them right now. Something
tells me that the trip they are going on is a
dangerous one."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta; me go, too, so be."

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Is Captured By the
Danites.
As Young .Wild West and his partners rode
away from the camp, Rawlins, the leader of
the vigilantes, came running toward them, waving his hand. T he three at once halted and waited f or h im to come up.
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"Young Wild West," said the man, "I thought
I'd better tell yer that word has been sent to
Evanston about ther shootin' of ther mail ·c arrier. I s'pose there'll be a detachment of cavalry
down this way in a day or two lookin' for ther
gang of Danites."
"Well, let th.em come," Wild answered, with a
smile on his handsome face. "I reckon by the
time they get here they will not be needed.
Something tells me that we are going to corral
the gang befor e the day is over. If we don't,
I will be much mistaken, that's all."
"Well, go ahead. We'll come along this way
later on, an' maybe . we'll be in time ter lend
yer a helpin' hand."
"All right, Mr. Rawlins," and so saying, the .
boy started the sorrel stallion forward, and away
he rode, followed by his two partners.
The leader of the vigilantes had told them
that the trail operated upon the most by the
robbers crossed the one which led down to
Youngsville. All they had to do then was to
keep right on the trail to the south until they
struck it. But Wild was satisfied that the Daniteg
would be looking for them, so he made UJ? his
mind not to ride too fast, and kee:p a contmual
watch.
Surely the store-keeper at Youngsville must
have told the three scoundrels who had followed
them from the village the n ight before, and if
be had done so, · it was almost certain that the
villains would be eager to dispose of the young
deadshot and thus prevent him from getting into
trouble. It was easy for Wild to think in ·this
way, for so many times had he been placed in
circumstances that were similar that it came to
him naturally.
"It must have been pretty dark here when you went this way last .night, Wild," Jim Dart observed, when they were about a mile from the
little town, and he looked at the rocks which
reared themselves on either side of the trail.
"It certainly was, Jim," was the reply. "But
we trusted to our horses and went right on. We
· failed to overtake the elder, as you· have already
been told, but we struck Youngsville all right."
"You don't mean. to go there now, do you?"
"Not unless it is necessary, Jim. As soon as
we come to the other trail we will ride along
to the ~est for a few miles. We certainly will
meet someone coming, or perhaps we may pass
scmebody going. They say the trail is traveled
.
quite a little."
"Ther nearest place of any size must be Evanstcn," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Ther feller
what was carryin' tner mail, I s'pose, made a
short cut .to git to Coyote Hill, an' that's why
he struck ther trail we was follerin'. We come
almost straight down from Fo:i:t Bridger."
"No doulbt the mail carrier has a regular path
of his own, Charlie," our hero answered. "But
it is hardly likely the Danites will try to operate
near the same spot to-day, anyhow. They will
be looking for us; I am confident of it."
"Well, I hope it ain't very long afore they
find us, then," declared the scout.
Jim igavl a nod to show that he felt the. same
way, and then Wild smiled and congratulated
himself on having such friends. A little over
two miles from the village they came to the trail.
Wild and Charlie had · failed to notice it in the
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darkness the night before, but now it showed
up plainly enough, and by the looks of the
g-round, it was traveled quite a lot, for wheelruts and hoof-prints were much in evidence.
"Now then, boys," said the young deadshot,
as he reined in his steed and turned to his
partners, "I've got a notion to go to the west,
sq we won't talk it over any, but will go right
ahead. Come on."
He gave a jerk upon the bridle-rein, and Spit-fire darted off at a gallop, Charlie and Jim
following. They had not gone more than half
a mile .when a dilapidated wagon drawn by four
bony mules appeared at the top of a hill ahead
of them. The oufit was coming toward them,
so they promptly brought their steeds down to
a walk and waited for it to come up. The mules
were being forced to trot, but it was evident
that they did not feel much in the humor to get
off a slow walk. The driver of the turnout
was a grizzled-looking old man, wearing a suit
of clothes that looked as though it had already
done the service it was intended for.
"Good morning, stranger," our hero called out
as he brought his horse to a halt. "What way
are you bound?"
"To a place called Coyqte Hill," was the reply,
as the driver looked at them in a peculiar sort
of way, as though he was trying to _study their
faces.
The wagon was a covered one, but the bows
were broken in two or three places, and the can•
·
·
vas was torn.
"Do you know anyone at Coyote Hill?" Wild
questioned, after he had quickly sized up the
man and come to the conclusion that he seemed
to be a tricky sort of fellow.
. "Well, I've got a brother there; leastwise, I
did have about a week ago. I got word from
him ter come over an' live there, as there was
a good chance ter make a livin' by <loin' a little
farmin' an' huntin' in ther fall an' winter. I'm
an' old-timer in· these parts. I've lived in ther
!2nd of Brigham Young for nearly twenty ,rears,
1:;ut things are gittin' so warm where I was
livin' that I thought it about time ter git out.
I had ter make out that I was a Mormon, but
I never was, nor I never intend to be. When
they begun ter find out that I ·was trickin' 'em,
I thought it about time ter leave."
' "I supose you have your household effects In
the wagc;.m ?"
"Yes, I've 1got an old stove, an' a few things
in ther way of beddin' an' things ter cook with.
I didn't fetch much with me, 'cause I didn't
have time ter load up ther wagon, which I done
jest after dark last night."
"Oh, you couldn't have come so very far, then.
What is the name .o f the place you were living
at?"
"Young·sville, eh? How · is it that you are
coming from this direction, then?"
"Well," and the driver looked rather uneasy,
"I didn't dare ter strike right out of ther town,
yer se, 'cause I was afraid I would be watched.
I had ter hit it down to ther south a few miles
an' then turn an' ride noth ag'in till I crossed
over into Wyoming.''
"And you say you lived twenty years .l n tha
place you left last night?"
"Yes, that's right, young feller."
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As he gave this answer the driver gazed at
the boy impatiently.
"Well, · that seems rather strange. I hea1·d
over at Coyote Hill that Youngsville was a rather
new town. I had no idea .it had existed as long
·
as twenty years."
"Well, it ain't been there as long as that. I
didn't mean that I had lived right in that spot
so long. I've only been in Youngsville for about
a year. I lived further back in ther country
oyer toward Salt Lake."
"Oh, I see."
Wild was now well satisfied that the man was
telling an untruth, and that he really was bent
upon some errand that had a n entirely different
purpose than what he had said. But he decided
to question him a little further, so he said:
"You have a brother living at Coyote Hill, you
say?"
"Yes, that's right, young f eller. But what do
you want ter know so much for?"
"Well, I don't know as I am getting impertinent, am I?"
"Well, it may not be what you say, but I think
you're putty impudent. I'm an old man, an' I've
always lived peaceful. I'm anxious ter git ter
my brother as soon a s- I kin."
"What is your l;>rother's name?"
A puzzled look shone upon the fuan's face for
a moment, but then he brightened up and said:
"Rawlins. Do you know anyone by that
·
name?"
"Yes, I happen to know him, though I only
met him last night. We are strangers in these
parts. So Rawlins is your brother, is he?"
"Yes, an' I ain't seen him in nigh on ter
twenty years."
"Is that so? You haven't seen your brothe1·
in all that time, when you have lived within:
eight miles' of him for a year or so. Well, that
seems rather strange."
"See here, young feller. l reckon this thing
has been goin' on jest about far enough. Now
then, t\J.er best thing you kin do is ter hold up
your hands. If you don't, I'll put a bullet through
your heart."
Before the words had left the driver's 'l ips, a
revolver flashed in his hand, and the muzzle was
turned directly upon our hero. But quick as he
was, Cheyenne Charlie was right on hand.
"Drop that gun!" he called out sharply. "I've
got yer dead ter rights, you measly coyote." '
The driver lowered the gun, but a mocking
laugh escaped his lips, and .the next instant two
men leaped from the back · of the wagon and
leveled guns at our three friends. This was quite
a surprise,· for none of them had figured on
anything like that happening. Before they could
make a move to square things and be on an even
footing with the men, three more leaped out and
covered them with rifles.
.,,,,-,,,:, "Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the driver, in triumph.
"I reckon you fellers ain't so smart as you
thought you was. I sartinly did fool yer. I
know who yer are, Young Wild West. You're
lookin' for ther robbers what shot ther mail
feller yisterday. But you'll never find 'em, 'cause
you ain't got more than an hour ter live."
· Cheyenne Charlie was really the only one of
the three who was anything like prepared to fire
a-shot. As be saw one of the villains advancing

toward Wild as though to seize him and pull
him from his horse, he fired and dropped the
rean.
"Come on, boys," he called out, and then he
wheeled his. horse around and galloped from the
spot. Crack, crack! Two shots rang out and
the bullets whized past the scout's head, narrowly missing him. Wild and .Tim turned to
ride for cover, too, but a rope suddenly encircled the young deadshot, and before Wild
was aware of it, he had been dragged from the
back of his horse and was rolling upon the
ground.
There was, a bend in the trail for a few yards
distant, and 'J im and Charlie succeeded in getting .
out of sight \n a twinkling.• Meanwhile our hero
was temporarily stunned, and though he made
a desperate struggle, the villains quickly seized
him and lifted him · around and into the rear
of the covered wagon. His captors scrambled
in after him, for evidently they did not' want
to have a fight with the boy's partners, who were
now obstructed from their view by the rocks
a short distance away. The old man handled
the mules with a skill that was almost surprising. He swung them around, and as the wagon
turned, three of the men crouchea in the r ear of
the wagon, their rifles ready to shoot the instant
they caught sight of the two who had escaped.
The long-lashed whip cracked, and the bony
mules got up a gait that seemed remarkable, and
aWl;\Y rattled ~he old vehicle over the stony
trail. Meanwhile one of the men had pinned
Wild's · arm to his sides and was sitting upon
him so he could hardly move, since he was
wedged in close to the side of the wagon.
"Give me a little help, " this man called out,
when the boy, who had now come to his full
f\en ses, began to struggle and showed signs of
gttting loose. "Ther boy'Sc like an eel, an' he's
strong as an ox, too."
One of them promptly came to his assistance,
and then in a very short time our hero's weapons
had been taken from him and his hands were
bound securely to his sides.
' "Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the drive1•, as he leaned and looked at the prostrate boy. "Ain't this
great, Young Wild West? We come to look fo1·
yer, an' we wanted ter git yer ther worst way.
But we didn't think we was goin' ter do it so
easy. You thought I was an awful liar•when I
was tellin' you my little storr,- an' I made out
that I was gittin' caught at every turn. But
I'm an actor, I am."
"Don't get excited over it, you scoundrel!" Wild
retorted, in his cool and easy way. "This all
may be a little bit of acting, but the climax has
not arrived yet."
"No, ther climax ain't arrived. That will
come when you're put to death. You kin bet your
life that you'll be tried jest as soon as we kin
git to ther office of a justice of ther peace .
You'll be sentenced to die, too, 'cause that's ther
way ther Danites do business. They don't mince
matters any, but go right ahead an' carry out
ther full extent of tber law."
The young deadsot realized that his position
was a ·perilou.s one. H;e knew pretty well what
sort of men he bad to deal with. They were
Danites beyond the shad.ow of a doubt, and since
they were his sworn enemies, he would Et.and
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a small chance if a mock trial was held. On
rattled the wagon, while the four men in the
wagon with him watched from the rear, their
rifles held in readiness. It was not many minutes
before one of them fired a shot, and · then Wild
knew that Charlie and Jim were in pursuit.
Another raised himself so he could take aim
from the back of the wagon, ·and pulled the
trigger of his rifle. Crang ! The report had
scarcely sounqed when another came from some.. where back on the trail, and then the man gave
a gasp and fell back across the helpless form
of our hero, the blood streaming from a wound
in his ·side.
"That's one of you," said Wild, as coolly as
though not the least danger threatened him. "You
just keep it up, and my partners will get all
of you. They know how :to shoot."
The driver and the others were dismayed at
having lost two of their number. They hardly
expected that a shot would reach one of them
while they were in the wagon, and when they
saw the man drop none of them spoke a word
for the space of a second. Then a . string of
oaths came from them, and Wild feared that
they might wreak vengeance upon him. The
body of the man was pulled from him, and as
some whisky was being forced between his lips,
he expired.
Two miles were covered at a full gallop now,
and instead of trying to get another shot at their
pursuers, the villains crouclied low in the wagon.
"Hold ther boy up, so if they shoot again,
they'll put a bullet through him," called out
the driver, suggestively. .
"That's a good idea, Jonathan," one of them
replied, and then Wild was promptly seized and
forced to sit upon a box, his face turned toward
the trail behind them.
But the boy did not fear being shot by his
partners. He knew very well that they would
be very careful how they fired, and they surely
would recognize him, anyhow. For about a mile
the mules galloped along on the trail, and then
suddenly they_ turned into a gully to the left.
The ground was pretty smooth, so the speed
was not slackened any.
..
Wild knew now that the·y were headiili,g almost
straight for the Mormon town, which could not
be more than five miles away. It dawned upon
him that his position was getting to be a desperate one. But his arms were bound so tightly
that there was no possible chance for him to do
anything. The only thing now was for him to
trust entirely to his partners.

CHAPTER VII.-What Jim and Charlie Did.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were anything
but pleased at the way things had turned out.
They blamed themselves for having permitted
their dashing ~oung leader to be captured. It
was but natural that they should look for cover
when the shooting began.
"This is what I call too bad, Jim," the scout
declared, shaking his head sadly. "I never
thought of sich' a thing as, there bein' anyone in
that wagon besides ther driver."
"Nor I didn't, either, Charlie," Jim answered.
•But queer things are always happening, and

this is one of them, I suppose. !fhey have got
Wild, apd now it is for us to save him. I feel
that he will stand a slim chance with such a
crowd as that. They are undoubtedly members
of the band of robbers who go about with the
caps on their heads and hold u,p travelers along
the trail. The only thing. we can do is to follow
them and wait for a chance to clean up the gang.
We will have to shoot the mules, I suppose, before they get over the line into Utah."
"That's jest what we'll do, Jim. Come on."
As they turned to ride out from behind the
rocks they saw that the man Charlie had shot
was still alive. Jim quickly dismounted and ran
to him, but at that moment the fellow gave a
gB.sp and life b~came extinct.
"I tlfought I might get s ome information from
him before he died, Charlie," the boy said, as he
turned again to his horse. "But I was too late."
"Well, it ain't likely he would have told yer
anything that would have been any use ter us,
Jim, so come on."
.
Jim swung himself into the asddle, and then
they dashed along the trail in pursuit of the
wagon. It was not long before the shot was
ftred, and as they heard the hum of the bullet
far over their. heads they were forced to smilo.
"The fellow who fired just then can't shoot
very well from a wagon- that's in motion,"• Dart
declared.
"I reckon not, but you jest wait an' see how
I kin shoot from ther back of a horse," the __
scout retorted, as he held his rifle ready to take /
aim at the first chance he got.
Suddenly he saw one of the occupants of the
wagon rise to shoot, and his left eye shut quic;kly, while his right ,glanced along the barrel of
his rifle. As the report of the rifle from the
wagon rang out, Charlie pressed the trigger,
with the result already know. The bullet ·the
Dahite sent at them again went wild, but Charlie had the satisfaction of seeing him drop back
into the wagon, and he knew he had hit him.
- "There's another one of 'em, Jim!" .he exclaimed, jubilantly. "I don't know but that I like ter
shoot Danites as well as I do Injuns. Come on.
There's ain't but four more of 'em. There was
five as surprised us, while one was settin' in
ther seat of ther wagon. That made six all
told, an' two of 'em is gane now."
Jim gave a nod, never once taking his gaze
from the wagon, which was bounding along over
the rocky road as though in danger of being
overturned at any moment. The two were gaining rapidly now, but fearing that a chance shot
might bring one of them down, they acted cautiously. However, no more shots were fired,
and when they saw the oufit take a sudden turn
to the left they involuntarily looked in that
direction for a chance to make a short cut and
head ·it off. rt, happened that there was a path
right near them, and with an exclamation of delight, the scout turned his horse to it and rode
up off in a hurry.
·
"That's it, Charlie," Jim called out, from behind him. "Now then, we will see ·if we can
head them off."
They were barely to the top of the hill when
they heard the clatter of hoofs _along the trail
behind them. As they turned they saw Arietta
riding swiftly forward on her cream-white
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Not far behind her was Hop on his
piebald cayuse.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "Here
comes Arietta an' ther heathen. Wild told 'em
not ter come an' look for us till ther middle
of ther afternoon, but that gal generaly does as
she wants ter, an' she's took a notion ter foller
us. Maybe it's all right, Jim. You ride right
on, an' I'll tell Arietta ter go an' git ther vigilantes. I reckon we might need 'em now."
"That's it, Charlie," Dart · answered, and then
away he went.
He kept right on and soon was going down
a descent at the other side of the rise. He found
the way comparatively clear, so he could keep
his horse at a good pace. It was not more than
a minute or two before he could hear the clatter
of the rickety old wagon, and then he knew he
was nearing the gully it had turned into. As
he listened he found that he had got ahead of
it, too, and then a satisfted smile shone upon
the boy's face. Holding his rifle in his hand, so
he might op!!n fire upon the mules the instant
he got within range, he galloped on. Over a
level stretch that was covered here and there
with clumps of bushes and rocks he rode, and
then he came to the top of a hill that overlooked
the gully.
At the same moment the wagon appeared, the
mules galloping along under the lash the driver
was olying upon them. While Jim had no desire
to shoot down innocent animals, he felt that it
must be done now. Anyhow, the mules were .
bony and looked as though they were half fed,
and probably they would be better off dead than
for the purpose they were now being put to. He
dismounted, and then kneeling upon his left knee,
he opened fire. Four times he pulled the trigger,
and at each shot a mule dropped. As the first
one went down the wagon was nearly overturned,
and as the last one dropped over it went, for it
happened that it was very rough traveling right
there, and the sudden stop caused disaster. Jim's
rifle held fourteen- cartridges when he started
to fire. He still had ten left, and kneeling in
the same spot, he waited to get a chance at the
scoundrels who had captured the young deadshot
so cleverly. But the Danites must have realized
their danger, for only one of them showed himself. Crack!
"There!" muttered the boy, "that makes only
three of them left. I reckon we'll soon get Wild
now. I am sorry Charlie did not come on with
me, or the two of us could easily manage this
affair."
Leaving his horse standing in a clump of
bushes, the boy now looked for a way to get
down into the gully unobserved. He was just
about half way down and lacked being within
a hundred feet of the spot where the overturned
wagon lay when the clatter of hoofs sounded
to the left. Jim's face paled, for he felt right
away that assistance was coming to the villains
who held Wild a prisoner. As he looked along
the gully he saw that this was indeed true, for
seven men wearing the eared caps and masks
came ridin,g at a terrific pace toward the scene.
'.l'he Danites yelled savagely when they saw the .
wrecked wagon in the road, and not until they
reached the spot did anything like a silence
come

1 broncho.

Jim could not see those who had been in the
wagon, though he had been watching for them
ever since the accident had accurred. When he
noticed the horsemen suddenly dismount and dis2 ppear behind some rocks, it struck him that
those hiding there had warned them to look out.
Two or three minutes passed, and then suddenly
a small stone rolled down the bank close to
where the boy was hiding. Jim knew right away
what had caused it. Charlie had returned. This
•
was indeed the case.
The scout, after telling Arietta to go and
get the vigilantes, had come back, Hop following ,
him. When he heard the shots he became very ,
anxious, for he knew right away that Jim had
opened fire on the mules that were hitched to
the wagon. He soon found the boy's horse,
but could not tell just where to look for the
owner. The two listened, but could hear nothing.
"Misler Charlie," said Hop, "maybe you bettee
go lookee for Misler Jim. Me stay with um
horses."
"All right, heathen," was the reply. "You
stay right here an' don't yer leave till me or
Jim tells yer to. Thin,gs is desperate now, an'
Wild's life is in danger. We musn't let him
git hurt, yer know."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," and the clever
Chinee shook his head sorrowfully. "Evelythling velly bad, so be. Um Danites allee samee
gittee Misler Wild. But he no gittee hurtee,
Misler Charlie. Me knowee lat."
The ~hinaman's words encouraged the scout
not a httle, so }\e at once began looking about
for Jim. In a little while he ,came to a spot
where he could look down into the gully. Then
he saw the overturned wago!li and the dead mules
as well as the horses standing close by. H;
l?oked along beneath him,_ and suddenly his face
lighted. up_. There was Jim crouching behind a
rock, his rifle ready to shoot at an instan's notice,
and not more than twenty feet beneath him too.
Then it was that Charlie picked up a ~mall
stone and Jet it roll down. He leaned over at
the risk of being seen by some of the . villains
below, and almost instantly Jim turned his eyes
that way and saw him.
"Go furt4er along the bank, Charlie " Dart
whispered. "Maybe you can get a chanc~ to see
what's going on. I can't see a thing from here
'.
for they are behind the rocks."
Charlie carefully moved ahead, keeping the
rocks and bushes between him and the spot where
the Danites were concealed. He crept along
for perhaps a distance of a hundred feet and
then he was able to catch sight of the m~n as
they crouched behind the rocks. But he could
not see them distinctly, however, so he moved
on a little further. Then when his eyes rested
upon the helpless form of Wild, who was in a sittin,g . posture, his back against a rock, his eyes
sparkled with satisfaction.
"He's alive yet, anyhow," he muttered. "Well
I reckon he's goin' ter stay alive, too, 'cause if
one of them galoots dares ter harm a hair in •
his head, I'll shoot quicker than lightnin'."
Just as he came to this determination he saw
one of the men move toward a cleft in the rock
at the ~ide of the gully. Charlie watched him,
and when he saw him come back and act u
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though he was greatly pleased, he knew that
he must have made a discovery of some sort.
The next minute two others went to the cleft,
and then they came back and talked in low tones.
The result was that in less than two minutes
Wild was lifted from the ground, and the whole
band disappeare d into the cleft.
"That's all right!" Charlie exclaimed, under
his breath. "They've found a cave there, an'
they've took Wild in it. Well, I reckon me an'
""J'im will begin operations now. I'll jest go back
an' git him, an' it won't be long afore we'll be
:In that cave, too."
As he turned to move away he saw one of the
men appear, a rope in his hand. The scout remained still and watched him, and in a few
seconds he saw that he was after the horses,
but was afraid to expose himself in order to get
them. The scout's eyes flashed dangerousl y, and
as the man crept around slowly from behin ::i
rock and made ready to rope the horse that
furthest from him, his rifle went to his shoul r.
As the noose was hurled through the air a sharp
report rang .o ut, and with a howl of pain, the
Danite turned and fled for the cleft.
"He,won't use that arm aigain for a few weeks,
I reckon," Charlie muttered, as he turned and
hurriedly made his way back to where he had
left Jim.
Dart was at the top of the bank when he got
there.
"Did you shoot one of them, Charlie?" he
asked.
"Yes, I wounded one of 'em," was the reply.
"I put a bullet in his right arm, that's all. He
was tryin' ter git ther horses. They've took
Wild into a cave, or somethin'. I could see 'em
do it an' I felt like shootin' 'em, but thought
Wild' wouldn't like it if I did. Come on. We
:had better git ther horses down there, 'cause ~•m
putty well satisfied that they meant ter ride
on through a passage an' git away."
"Come on, then," was the reply, and both turned and hurried to the spot where Hop was
waiting with the horses.

CHAPTER VIII.-You ng Wild West Sentenced
To Die.
Young Wild West felt like giving a cry of

joy when the first shot Jim fired rang out and

one of the villains fell. But he feared that the
villains might see fit to wreak vengeance upon
him if he did so, so he wisely remained quiet.
The other three shots rang out in quick succession, and then he felt the wagon, which had
been swaying fearfully, rolling over. The boy
had no chance to save himself with his hands,
but when he saw his captors trying to get out he
swung his body around and landed without being hurt.
The force of the shock partly rolled him
out upon the g1·ound, and expecting every instant
to hear more shots fired by his partners, he
turned his head to look that way. But none
came, and then he became convinced that they
could not see the scoundrels, who were keeping
vE:ry low just then. One of the men crept ba<!'k
to the wagon, and seizing the helpless boy by
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the ankles, dragged him out and around behind
a rock which was amply large enough to shield
the whole lot of them.
"Your pards stopped us, all right. Young
Wild West," one of them said, gruffly. "But they
didn't git you yet. They ain't goin' ter git yer,
either. Ther rest of"'our gang will be here putty
soon, 'cause they promised ter ride over an'
foller us up. They was comin' through this
gully, too, an' that's why we turned this way.
Don't think that you're goin' ter git away alive,
'cause yer ain't. Jest as soon as all our men
git here you'll be tried an' sentenced ter die."
"All right," Wild answered, in an off-hand
way. "Go ahead with your game. But look out
that some of you don't die before I do. I know
what I am talking about, you Danite fiends!"
The Danites seemed to have the utmost respect for their leader, who was a man of medium
height, with a soldierly bearing. As he strode
about with his cap he made somewhat of an
imposing appearance . When he had paced back
and forth close to where the captive boy was
lying for a minute or two, he suddenly stepped
before him and said:
"Boy, you are accused of trying to interfere
with our band. What have you to say?"
"I suppose I am guilty, if that's the charige
•
there is against me."
"You admit your guilt, then?"
"Well, I have certainly interfered with you,
so what would be the use of trying to deny it?"
"Well, as you are the accused, we will not take
your evidence. I am-the judge, and I will select
a jury to try you. If the verdict is that you
are guilty, I shall sentence you to die. That i:;
the edict of the Danites."
"Go ahead with your game," and the boy actually smiled, though he did not feel over comfortable just then.
"A mighty cool hand, captain," one of the
masked viilains observed, as he shrugged his
shoulders and looked at the leader.
"Well, he will get over that before I am done
with him," was the reply. "I have already
thougth of how we shall hurry up matters a
little, and have it right now. A jury of four
men will hear the charge against this boy and
'
I want a speedy verdict."
Then he quickly selected four of the men
an,~ caused them to stand in a line before him'.
Who makes the charge?" he asked, as he lookP.d at the others.
_'.'I do," said one _of them. "I accuse Young
Wild West, as he is called, of interferin' with
our band, so that we might be driven away from•
these parts."
"That is quite enough. Now then, the witnesses may step up and testify."
The others, including the wounded man
promptly stepped up, and after they had beer{
put under oath by the leader, ·they told how
the boy had declared the night before that he
was going to corral the Danite gang.
'.'I suppose Elder Digby told you that," Wild
said coolly.
"Silence! You have nothing to say in the
m~1tter,". declared the self-styled judge.
All right, then. Go ahead with your trial."
It took but a very few minutes to get the evidence that was needed in tne mock proceedinKa.
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and then the jury retired a few paces, and talked
in whispers. · Presently they turned, and walked
back to the waiting leader, who said:
"Well, have you found a verdict?"
"We have," one of them answered.
"What is it?"
"Guilty," was the 1·eply.
"It is well. Now then, boy, look me in the
face."
"I can't do that very well," Wild retorted
tantalizingly.
"All I can see is the lower part .of it. .Take
off that cap, and I will have a good look at you."
-''Shut up!" exclaimed one Of the villains, warningly.
"You free me once, and I will show_ you that'
you can't make me shut up," was the spirited
rejoiner.
"You will never have your hands free again,"
the judge declared. "Now, look at me, Young
Wild West. The sentence of the court is that
you are to die. A hundred yards to the ri,ght
there is a deep stream of water, which flows
down the side of the mountain, over there. You
are to be taken to the top of this hill, and placed
upon a rock that overlooks the turbulent water.
A weight shall be tied to you, and, when I give
the word, you will be hurled into the water
and drowned. That is the way you shall die."
"Tie a rope a1bout his waist," said the leader,
a~ coolly as though it was mer-ely something very
crdinary that was about to take place.
This was quickly done, for one· of the Danites
had a lariat.
"Now then, select a big stone, and tie the
other end of the rope to it. I mean to place
the boy upon the rock, and then roll the stone
down the cliff suddenly, so it will pull him from
the rock, and dash him into tlie river."
"How would this do, captain?" one of the
men cried, as he pointed to an empty barrel that
had been left there by some one, though for what
reason, it was hard to tell. "We could fill that
with stones, an' it W1Juld roll down a hill a lot
better than a big stone would."
"Just the thing," was- the reply. "Proceed to
do it."
The barrel wa·s in a pretty good state of
preservation. It seemed as though it had been
used for oil, for the staves were thick and heavy.
Only a portion of the head had been broken in,
and after the rope had been firmly secured about
it, the masked scoundrels proceeded to fill it with
str>nes. But they first placed it where it would
b«>, easy to start· it rolling down the declivity.
When it was about full of stones, Wild was
seized, and his ankles securely bound. Then
they lifted him uuon the rock that overlooked
the black rushin,g water something like twenty
feet below him. The least push would have sent
him over, for he would have been unable to do a
thing to prevent it. ' The lea.der now approached.
"Men," said he, with a nod of his head, "it is
quite sure that the boy is suffering a terrible
torture as he sits upon that rock and looks down
at the roaring water. We will let him stay
there for a few minutes. He dares not try to
get down, for if. he made such a move he would
be more than apt to slip over and pull the barrel
after him. Sb.ould any of his friends show up
we can easily start the barrel rolling, and that

will be an end of him. Then we can shoot his
•
friends."
Again Wild cast a searching glance about him.
As he looked over to the left, he gave a sudden
start, for ridin,g swiftly toward the spot, he sa-r
a girl, and he recog)"lized her instantly as Arietta. Behind her ca me a party of horsemen,
and it was easy for him to guess that they were
the vigilantes. It was only a brief glance that
Wild had caught of Arietta and t he vigilantes,
but he knew they must be very close at hand now,
and he listened for the sounds of their horses'
hoofs. But none came. There was a silence of
perhaps fully two minutes, and then the leader
aga in stepped toward the barrel.
"Now then, the sentence shall be carried out!"
he exclaimed, a s he nodded to the helpless young
deadshot. "I will give you ten seconds to say a
brief prayer, Young Wild West, and then down
you go."
'.fhe scoundrel pushed hard against the barrel,
and Wild felt himself slipping. At that very
moment Arietta appeared on the scene, the vigilantes at ·her back.
"Stop that!" she cried.
CHAPTER IX.-Arietta and the Vigilantes. ,
The leader of the vigilantes had decided to ride
along in the same direction Young Wild West
and his partners took, when they left Coyote
Hill. He got his men to,gether, and was- just
about to start out, when he saw Arietta and
Hop leave their camp and start off.
"Boys," said Rawlins, nodding to his men in
a puzzled way, "I wonder what this means.
What in thunder is that girl goin' off after
Young Wild West an' his pards for? It looks a
little foolish ter me. No gal oughter take sich
a risk, especially when it's most likely there'll
be trouble afore long."
"Well, can't we ride along after the gal an'
ther heathen? '( suggested one of the men.
"Yes, that jest's what we'll do. Somethin'
sorter tells me that Young Wild West will be
lucky enough ter come across ther Danites, an'
if he does we won't be far behind ter join in ther
fight when it starts. Come on. We'll ride along
a little easy, so ther gal an' ther heathen won't
see us. We don't want 'em ter know that we're
followin' 'em. But I think that some one oughter
foller 'em, jest ther same, 'cause there ain't
no tellin' what that gang would do if they was
ter git ther gal an' ther Chinaman."
This gave Arietta and Ho-p a chance to get
well ahead of them, a nd thus it was that the
vigilantes were not anywhere in sight, when
Cheyenne Charlie met Arietta and dispat ched
her to look fo r the ver y ones, who were following her. The girl hardly thought she would be
able to find tpem until she got back to Coyote
Hill. But what was her surprise when, after
riding less than a mile, she came , upon them.
She quickly told t hem wha t she wanted of them,
and the vigilantes broke into a cheer.
"Not so loud, gentlemen," Arietta said, raising her hand warningly. " We can't tell but
that there may be others of the band lurking
about somewhere, and we must not let them know
that we are here. Now then, come _on."
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The men were eager to set out with the girl,
.so they rode swiftly along the trail, and soon
came to the spot where Charlie and Jim had
mounted the hill to make a short cut for the
gully. The scout had told the girl enough to
make her understand the situation, so instead
of riding up the hill, she advised that they go
on around, and-ride through the gully to the spot
where the overturned wagon lay. This they did,
and as they came in si;ght of the wrecked wagon
and the horses that were tied· near it, they came
to a halt. Not a sign of anyone could be seen.
Arietta was very nervous now, for she feared
that the Danites might have killed her young
lover. But she did her best to throw aside the
feeling, and forced herself to hope that such
was not the case.
.
Rawlins and one of his men dismounted, and
crept forward close to the spot where the horses
were standing. Not a sound could be heard
other than what the animals made by stamping
their hoofs occasionally. The leader of the vigilantes was a daring man, and, leaving his companion behind a rock, he crept up closer, and,
much to his satisfaction, he saw the Danita, who
was guarding the entrance to the passage. He
was not seen himself, and satisfied that it was
at the other side of the ridge that Young Wild
West had been taken, he crept back, and then
with the other man, hastened to those in waiting.
"We have got to find a way ter git to ther
other side of ther high ground," he said to Arietta. "There's a man on guard at the littie
passa.ge up he1·e, so we can't git through that
way without ther alarm, bein' given. But I
know a way ter git over ther hill. Come on."
They all mounted, and rode back a short distance through the gully, and then, sure enough,
Rawlins showed a way to ride up the ascent. But
it was a rather long way that they had to go
before they reached a comparatively level spot
above. Rifle in hand, the girl now led the way,
and the speed they got from their horses was
amazing for a few seconds. They kept on riding until Rawlins advised them to halt, and go
ahead on foot.
Arietta was rather reluctant about doing thi!!I,
but she consented, for she saw the wisdom of
the man's words. They all dismounted, and then
hurried along as fast as they could, treading so
they might not make any sounds that could be
heard by the villains. Wild and the Danites were
lost to view until they came to the top of a little
ascent that was almost directly over the spot
where they were. Then it was that Arietta
saw the Danite leader in the act of pushing the
barrel down the steep declivity, so that Wild
might be dragged to his death.
She called out the first thin.g that came to
her mind, and, when the Danites heard her
voice, they turned in amazement. The leader
stepped back from the barrel, which had not
yet been started. The vigilantes were right behind the brave girl, and their rifles ~ere leveled
at the villains.
"Hands up!" Rawlins called out, in a commanding voice. "I reckon we've got yer, you
sneakin' scoundrels."
"Never!" shouted the Danite leader, defiantly,
and then he turned to the barrel to execute his
fiendish plot.
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But his hands did not touch it, for just then
a rifle cracked from off to the right, and he
fell in a heap to the ground, and went rolling
down the very place he had intended to push the
barrel.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow! Yip, yip,
yip!"
It was the old familiar cry of Cheyenne Charlie that rang out, and elated at the sudden
turn of affairs, Young Wild West gave an answering shout. The rest of the Danites instead
of obeying the command of the leader of the
vigilantes, turned to flee. Then it was that the
men unhesitatingly opened fired upon them, an<l
all of them dropped. Meanwhile Arietta had
run down the hill, and with her hunting knife
in hand, she hastened to free her young lover
from his perilous position.
Ano~her shout was heard, and then Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart were seen riding swiftly
towirid the spot. But their attention was soon
called in another direction, for yells were heard,
and then the rest of the Danites were seen runing up the hill. They had heard the shooting,
and must have realized that Youn.g Wild West's
partners had arrived upon the scene.
It happened that the only ones they could see,
as they appeared in sight themselves were the
young deadshot and his sweetheart, who were
still standing near the rock, and Charlie, Jim
and the Chinaman, who were riding from the
left. Tliose of them who -possessed rifles fired
shots, and then came rushing toward the spot.
The next instant the vigilantes turned a fire upon
them, and all but one 'man fell r·o lling to the
ground. He turned to flee, but Rawlins quickly ·
dropped him, for he was · a man who did not
believe in letting such a scoundrel make his
escape. Wild -was not long in fully recovering
himself, and he wa·s now satisfied that the gang
had been cleaned oat, though he knew those in
league with them were still a-t large, and no
doubt in the Mormon town.
"Mr. Rawlins," said he, as he seized the hand
of the vigilante leader, "I am c~rtainly thankful
to you for your able assistance. 1~eertainly was
in a bad plight when you got~ here."
"Don't thank me one bit, Young Wild West,"
the man retorted earnestly. "It was ther gal
what done it all. She met us, .an' led us here.
Savi but they sartinly did have you in a bad fix.
I'll jest take a look an' see what it was like."
~ He stepped to the rock, followed by the rest,
who were also anxious to understand just what
the Danites intended to do with our hero. Jim
Dart busied himself in counting the Danites who
had been shot, and he-soon satisfied himself that
the whole band had been wiped out of existence.
When he told Wild this, the boy gave a nod of
satisfaction, and said:
"Well, we will go on back, and get their horses.
and then we'll ride to Coyote Hill."
They left the bodies of the Danites where they
had fallen, for Jim had satisfied himself that
none were alive. They reached the passage, and
went through rather cautiously, for there wa:1
no telling but that some one might be still at the
other side. But such was not the case, and when
they had taken possession of the horses of the
villains, Wild and his partnen: were not long
in getting there, and then ail h,rnda set out for
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Coyote Hill. . They arrived there in due time, forth · a greasy pack of cards, and held them
.
and for the next half hour there was a big time in his hands.
"Me tellee you so!" exclaimed Hop, dancing
there. The Danite robbe1·s had been cleaned up
at last, and everybody seemed delighted. It was 3:bout gleefully. "Me knowee you allee samee
while the excitement was going on that a horse- he. You gottee um bottle of tanglefoot in you
coat-tail pockee, too, so be! !'....
man rode up to the tavern.
He was no other than Elder Digby, and he - There wa~ quite a crowd_ pres_ent, and some
seemed to be greatly surprised, when he - saw laughed, while others, who had believed the elder
to be a really good man, shouted scornfully. He
the demonstration the crowd was making.
"What does all this mean, Jackson?" he asked :11us~ have th?ught he was duty bound to feel
m his coat~ta1l pocket, for he promptly did so.
the proprietor, as he dismounted.
"Well, ·Elder, it means that ther Danites have Then ~e shook his -h ead sadly, and drew forth a
half-pmt flask that had something in 'the W41Y
been cleaned up,'' was the reply.
"What!" cried the astonished elder, his face of liquid in it.
"I. never put ~hat in my pocket," he declared,
turning pale.
"That's right, Elder," our hero said, in his lookmg around m a bewildered manner.
_He was right in saying that, for he had not.
cool and ~asy way, as he stepped up and faced
the rascally Mormon. "The gang has been clean- Hop had put it there. The Chinaman had maned up, but they came very nearly fixing me before aged to get close enough to him to do about
it was done. I suppose you f ee~ pretty sore about _ as he wished to, and without being observed by
.
it."
~my oi:ie, at that. H op took the flask, and placed
The rascal trembled slightly, but went on into _1t beside the pack of cards on the bar.
."You gottee somethling more in you pockee,
the tavern. Then for the first time he purchased
a drink. Pete Simmons, the poker player, was Misler Elder," he declared, shaking his head
.
solemnly.
there, and he at once c alled out:
"Alas! I don't know what I have got," was
"Elder, I thought you never took nothin'
the reply.
strong."
"It is for the nerves, my good friend," was · But he seemed to think he should make a
the reply. "What I have been accused of by search, and he proceeded to do so. Out came a ,
the boy has upset me. I am a good man, but baby's stocking frq_m his left tl'ouser's pocket.
my nerves cannot stand everything. I must h'ave A roar of laughter went up. The elder went on
something in the way of a stimulant. It is ter• with the search, and did not stop until he had
brought t9 light everything he had there to his
rible to · be judged wrong by a fellow man."
"I s'pose it is, Elder. But it can't be helped, knowledge and several other things, such as a
few cigar butts, corks, pieces of bones, and the
though."
Just then Wild came in, followed by Charlie photog_raph of a dancing girl in tights. Hop
h'.1d ~on~ his work well, and he not only mystified
and Hop. The elder grew uneasy again.
"Velly nicee day, lVIisler Elder," observed Hop, his victim, but every one save Wild and Charlie,
·
as he paused before the Mormon, and made a as well.
"Can I go now?" the elder asked, .turning to
_
polite bow.
"Go away, heathen," was the reply. "I want Young Wild West.
"Yes, but you can take what belongs to you
no time with vou."
with you," was the reply. •
"You no likee me?"
"I don't want anything that came from my
"Verily, I do not."
"Me likee be Mormon, too, so be," observed pocket!!"
"Your wallet is there; take it. "
Hop, after a pause. "Me velly goodee Chinee;
. This he did. Then Wild took him by the arm
makee plenty money when me play dlaw pokee.
and led him outside to his horse. Without ~
You likee play dlaw pokee, Misler Elder?"
Elder Digby mounted, and rode hastily
"It is a sin to play ca rds for money," the word
away. Our friends r emained at the little town
hyp<1crite retorte·d, shaking hi s head, . and hold- _u
ntil the folloV(ing day, when a troop of cavalry
ing up his hands, as though horrified at the arrived. The cavalrymen soon learned what had
mere thought of such a thing.
happened, and there was nothing more for our
But this had no effect on the clever Chinee. friends
to do, sin_ce they were well satisfied that
Hop now produced a pack of cards, and holding there would be no· more Danite r obber s in that
it before the Mormon, said:
section for some t ime to come.
"Ynu takee um card, so be."
s aid the young dea dshot, as he turned
"I will not," and he stepped back, a pparently to "Well,"
friend s when t hey were getting ready to
more ·horrified than ever. "I never touched a sethis
from Coyote Hill, I r eckon we will push
playing card in my life, and I r efuse to do it our out
way down into Ar izona now. We have had
now."
a lively time of it since we came up north.
"You allee samee tellee lie, my fliend. You quite
I don't know as we can do anything more here
gcttee um pack of car ds in you pockee now."
now, so we will say good-'by to Coyote Hill.
Elder Digby turned to the proprietor, and said just
I was sentenced to die, but Ar ietta and the
lieseechingly:
vigilantes cqmmuted the sentence, it seems."
"Jackson, am I to be persecuted in this way
"Hip hi! Hoolay!~ shouted Hop Wah, who
while in your place?"
was listening intently to what the youn,g dead"Look an' see if :y-ou ain'r(; got a deck of cards shot said.
in your pocket," cned the scout.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
Digby hesitated. Then he stepped back toward the bar, and felt in his pockets. There was WEST AND 'TRICKY TONY'; or, THB
a look of blank amazement on his face as he drew ROUGHEST GREASER IN ARIZONA."

•
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CURRENT NEWS
WINS GAMES BLINDFOLDED
Alexander Alekhine, Russian chess champion,
p~afl;d thirty-four game~ in his simultaneous exh1b1tion at the Franklm Chess Club of Philadelphia. Two of the games were conducted blindfolded, and he won both. He won 24, drew 7 and
lost 3 games. The winners were S. D. Lehman,
A. S. Gibson and S. T. Sharp.
WOLVES BACK AFTER 60 YEARS
Wolves, which more than sixty years are infested the woods at the head of Lincoln Pond,
Elizabethtown, N. Y., appear to have returned.
Several times recently residents have reported
seeing what apparently were wolf tracks following the trail of deer. Not since January, 1861,
have the animals been known to visit this region.

W. H. VANDERBILT AS AN OFFICE BOY
William H. Vanderbilt, son of the last Alfred
G. Vanderbilt and heir to $20,000,000, likes the
banking business so well that he has determined
to learn it from the ground up. To do this he
has hired out as office boy to Lee, Higginson &
Co., State street bankers, Boston. In this move
he has the full sanction of his bride of last November, the former Emily O'Neil Davis.
Vandirbilt and his bride are living at 8 Louisburg Square, Beason Hill, where the new State
street office boy ha sfice servants.
Vanderbilt arrives on the dot, takes his place
on the bench with the other boys, answers telephone call13, runs errands and does anything and
everything expected of a biy in a big banking
house.

IF BOYS! BOYS! -al

MYSTERY MAGAZINE, No. 151
Is On the Newsstands, Containing

The Rousing Detective Novelette entitled

"THE ONE CHANCE"
By THOMAS RIPLEY
There is also a wonderful two-part story written by the greatest authors
of detective fiction in the world-

Arthur B. Reeve and Margaret \Vilson Reeve
Their Story Is
'

"BY THE BREADTH OF A HAIR"
Among the short stories you will find the very best detective sketches
ever written. The authors are nationally known and each story has a
good plot. Here are the titles:

"Masks of Midnight," by James W. Egan
"Sawbones Smashes a: Record," by Edgar Daniel Kramer.
~'Hidden Death," by Arthur Seymour Witt
"A Bit of Psychology," by Charles C. Watson
There is also a special article entitled "THE LONG-FINGERED HAND
OF SCIENCE," by BENJAMIN CALL, and a number of shorter items,
such as "A WO;NDERFUL CONSCIENCE," "ASTROLOGER GUIDED
THE CRIMINAL," "THE PRISON RAT," "HOW CROOKS WORK" and
"UNSANITARY JAILS."

GET A COPY-PRICE 10 CENTS
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OUT FOR A JOB

,_,

"What do you want?" he gruffly demanded in
good English.
"I came from Mr. Abanao of Duane street New
- Or, York. I am his office boy," replied Gus. '
"You are to come aboard," said the captain,
The Adventures .of an Office Boy
promptly, and, as he spoke, his eyes wandered to
the other boats.
A rope was thrown, and Gus make fast.
By DICK ELLISON
"Am I to come up by the rope, captain?" he
asked.
"Can you do it?"
"I'm not sure, the steamer is so tipped over."
(A Serial Story)
"We must make sure, then. I will let down a
ladder. Wait."
CHAPTER IX.
It was done, and a few minutes later Gus stood
on the deck, where he was scarcely able to balance
Three Jars Of Tamarinds.
himself, it was so tilted.
Captain Van Klompen looked him over for a
"When do you want to start?" asked Gus.
"I hate to put you to any further inconveni- f~w seconds, and then, with a grunt of satisfacence," replied Isabel, "but it seems to me if my tion, said:
"You're the right party. Follow me."
uncle could stay quietly in bed until to-morrow
He led the way to the cabin, and, having bolted
morning, it would be safer."
"I really have nothing to say about it," declared the door on the inside, said in a low voice:
Gus. "This house belongs to my employer, who is
"Where is Abanao?"
away in Boston. I don't see any reason why you
;;He was ?alled t? Boston, sir," replied Gus.
shouldn't stay, but I'm not sure that I can stay
I sent him a wireless. Who received it?"
.
with you. I am going away on business in the
"I did, sir, but--"
boat."
".A!1swer my questions, boy, and do your ex"When ·s hall you return?" asked the girl, anx- plammg afterward. What did you do with that
·
iously.
dispatch?"
"I can't tell. Before dark, anyway."
"I have it here. Do you want to see it?"
"Then I think we will stay." •
"No. Was that all you did-just pocket it?"
"I should if I felt as you do. I am sure Mr.
"I repeated it by telegram to Mr. Peter Van
Abanao wouldn't object."
Klompen, 213 Anastasia street, The Bronx "
Gus went right at it now; drag,ging his boat to
"Right; and Mr. Al;>anao instructed yo~ to rethe·water's edge_.he put off in it and pulled down ceive
from me-what?"
to the end of the narrow channel, rounded a
"Three jars of tamarinds."
grassy point, and found himself on the open bay.
"Correct. To be delivered to whom?"
Away off in the distance he could now see the
"Mr. Peter Van Klompen."
stranded steamer, much to his satisfaction, and
"Right. Now then, where is the letter Mr.
he pulled steadily on, keeping close in shore.
Abanao gave you to give to me?"
As he drew nearer he saw that there were sev"Th'.3-t's what I wanted to explain about, sir.
eral boats hovering about the steamer. The spot
where she lay was a lonely one with a great The dispatch was read by somebody before I got
stretch of salt meadow ' on the north and not a it. The letter was stolen."
"Ha! Who read the dispatch?"
house in sight anywhere."A man who had been hanging about our buildComing closer still, the boy could see that the
steamer had run upon a broad sandbar which now ing ever since Mr. Abanao left for Boston."
"A detective?"
lay exposed by the falling tide; he struck outside
"That's my idea, sir."
of this bar an'd soon came alongside; that the
Queen Wilhelmina was not much damaged was
"What do you know about this business besides
easily seen. Still, had the storm continued, she w hat you have told me? Anything?"
1"Not a thing." ·
,
would probably have met her fate.
"Right. Go on. You say the letter was stolen
The meri in the boats seemed to be just ordinary beach-combers hanging around to mllke what _ from you. How did that happen?"
they could out of .the situation. Gus could see
At last Gus got a chance to tell of Abel Bird.
nothing of Bird.
"Exactly," said Captain Van Klompen, when
"I'm probably too late," he told himself. "All he had finished; "he was here with that letter and
the same I'm going to try it on."
tried to make me believe he came from Abanao.
"Is Captain Van Kl omper aboard?" he shouted - I tumbled instantly and would have nothing to do
with him. He is a cietective. Now then, boy you
to a sailor who was leaning over the rail.
"Yah," replied the man, adding something in will take the three jars of tamarinds to the ~ffl~,
but you are not to take them to The Bronx untu
·
Dutch.
"Tell him a boy from Mr. Abanao wants to see you hear from Mr. Abanao-see?"
him," added Gus.
"But my orders--" began Gus.
The answer was unintelligible, but the man
"Never mind your orders; do as I tell :,,ou. I
turned away, and after a few moments a short, will get the jars.''
stout man1 with a big wart on his nose, took his
(To be continued.)
place at tne rail
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GOOD READING
A FISH THAT SHOUTS
D~. Chevalier -J3:ckso~, who performed the opBefore the Federation of American Societies eration at the Umvers1ty of Pennsylvania Hosfor Experimental Biology Dr. C. W. Greene of the pital, said that, unless unexpected complications
University of Missouri told of a newly discovered _ developed, the baby would be restored hale and
hearty to its parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Moore.
illuminated fish which shouts as it swims.
The fish was discovered in the waters of Mon- Doctor Jackson, whose fame in such cases is
terey Bay, California, and has been named "Poric nationwide, used a bronch.oscope_of his own in_thysnotatus." Because of the .peculiar construc- vention to remove the foreign body.
The operation required exactly four and onetion of its swim bladder, it is able to shout, he
said. The bladder is U-shaped, each leg-about thEl half minutes. After the tack which was threesize of a man's finger. Between the two legs is quarters of an ,inch long, had been removed a
suction tube was inserted and the lung drai-:i.ed
a membrane having a small hole.
When the shouter bears down upon a smaller of pus. Five minutes later the baby was sleepfish it drives some of the gaseous contents of the ing peacefully, and appears cheerful and takes its
bladder from one end to the other, producing the bottle regularly.
The instrument used is a tube about the size
noise. The swim bladder contains a gas with a
larger percentage of oxygen than atmospheric of a straw, fitted with lenses and with an elecair, sometimes as high as 50 to 80 per cent. oxy- tric light bulb at -the end. Inside the bronscogen. Hundreds of tests were taken to determine s~ope were placed a pair of tack forceps, destgned by Dr. G. F. Tusker, who a9.,,isted Doctor
that fact, Dr. Greene said.
After. being inserted through the
The fi sh bears 350 gleaming phosphorescent Jackso:r_i.
bronchial ~ubes mto t~e lungs the 1-ight was
lights, he said.
turned on m the electric bulb, revealing to ·the
su!geons the exact location of the tack. It reCHESSMEN FIT FOR KING
quired only a moment to fasten the forceps
•
Deep down in a cellar of the Wisconsin His- around it and gently lift it out.
Little Cletus swallowed the tack while at play
torical Library, in the· bl~ckness and oblivion of
a .small trunk, lie a strange company, almost for- nearly a month ago. His father took him to sevfotten by the- few who have known them .. Kings, eral physicians in St. Louis and finally to the
queens, turreted castles, bishops, knights on City Hospital there, whei·e an X-ray photograph
·
spirited steeds in lonely royal splendor await the revealed the tack in the right lung,
day when some chess devotee will rescue them
from obscurity.
"Mystery Magazine"
These giant chessmen, the largest in the world,
are the work of Peter G. Toepfer, formerly of
10 CENTS ·A COPY
Milwaukee. The king, the largest piece, is 3 feet SEMI-MONTHLY
LATEST ISSUE!! 6 inches high. There are 32 pieces, all of which
T"TNGERS, bv George Rron~on-Howard
are of aluminum and packed into a trunk four 144 PFL~NTOM
145 ff1\' THE VF.I.LOWS. J-,y Frank Bllghton.
.
feet high and two feet in diameter. The game 146
THE ARGENTINE R UBY, by Beulah and l'lhlr!e1
is played on a black and white canvas board, 16
Poynter.
147 T~~/ARRINGTON ARMS CASE, by .Tnck Bechfeet square.
They were made in 190i by Mr. Toepfer. After 148 ROU k.DED. hy Prank RlightnJ:1..
his· death his sister-in-law, Mrs. Emilie C. Horn, 14!l DTRECT A("T'TON. by Dr. Hnrrv Enton.
presented them to the museum in 1918; together 150 THE FOOTrRINTS ON 'l'HE CEILING by (;has.
'
F. Oursler.
:with his extensive chess library.
In a pamphlet, Mr. Toepfer himself explains
The Famou• Detective Story Ont Today In 151 Io
that the chessmen are to be used for exhibition
purposes so that a large audience of people inTHE ONE CHANCE
terested in the scientific plays of chess might
By THOMAS RIPLEY
have an opportunity to watch and profit by the
plays as they could not with a small set of men.
BARRY E. WOLFJ!', Publisher. ho.
The former chess champion of the world, Dr. 1118 Wet!t !3d Street,
- N.,... T•rk Clw
Emanuel Lasker, lectured twice with them, once
in Milwaukee and once at the international chess
congress at Cambridge Springs, Pa.
'"1oving Picture Stories"
For a time they were on exhibition in the State
historical museum, but they were too cumbersome .A Weeki:,- Mag'aslne D•Yoted to Photoplaya and .Playen
and took up too much space.
PRICE EIGHT CENTS PER COPY .
TACK TAKEN OUT OF BABY'S LUNG
A carpet tack was removed recently from the
'Jung of eight-months-old Cletus Moore, of St.
Louis, a.pd there is every indication that the baby
will completely recover.

Each number rnntnins Three Stories of the Best Fllma
on the f;cr~en - Elegnut Hult-tone Scenes from tloe Play •
-lntPrestfn~ Artil'l rs A l>ont Prominent People in the
Fflms- Doiugs Of Actors and Actresses in the Studl•
and Lessons io Scenario Writln,r.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New Yorlr
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INTE~ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
GOOD TIPS
Tungsten filament tubes burn brighter than
those having oxide coated filaments.

Jiquid, so it is with condensers. A certain condenser has an electrical capacity of, say, 1 " microfared."

A water pipe makes a good ground. Scrape
or sandpaper the pipe. before putting on the
ground clamp.

The fixed crystal is sometimes very good, and
then, on the other hand, it is quite possible to
get one that is defective. In some types of detectors it is possible to take them apart and make '
a better adjustment, but in those of the cartridge
form this cannot be done.

~

If Y.OUr h;md Mar the dial of a condenser
brings in noises connect the movable plates of
the condenser to the ground.
The only reason variometers<nd a varfocoupler
are used is on account of the small amount of
space required when placed in a_cabinet.

A one-wire antenna about 100 to 150 feet long
is appropriate for receiving while a 4 or 6. wire
"T" cage antenna is ideal for transmitting.
The antenna can either be bare . or insulated,
but it is not advisable to have it any less than
100 feet. Ordinary electri<j light wire can be used.
When winding coils, bakelite, kiln-dried good,
hard rubber or composition winding forms should
be used, rather than those made of treated cardboard. The initial cost is greater, but the increase in efficiency will recompense.
Use in winding a tuning coil either No. 22 or
24 silk or cotton covered wire. After winding the
coil shellac it and let it dry. When it is thoroughly ~y scrape the insulation off with a sharp
·
knife where the sliders move.

It is not practical to make a very good hom'emade receiver. A loud speaker may be made by
coupling a single sensitive receiver, such as the
Baldwin or Browne, to a horn or to µhonograph.

A honeycomb coil set can be tuned closely, but
not as closely as with the . two variometer and
variocoupler makeup. Number twenty-two single
cotton covered magnet wire should be · used for
both the primarY. an'jl secondary windings.
It is not advisable to shellac tubes after the
windings are on. This does what the electric
en~neers call "increasing their capacity" and
makes the tuning less sharp. Tubes may be shellaceci before winding if desired, . but it is not
necessary.
No one can give a drawing of a set with a
guarantee that the set will work 400 miles. Such
factors as the skill of the builder and the character as well as local conditions under which the
station must work have too much to do with the
matter.
A variable condenser, or any type of condenser, for that matter, is rated in terms of "capacity." In other words, just as a quart bottle
la supposed to have a capacity of one quart of

The grid condenser to be 1.. inserted in th&
Superdyne rece1ving set should average between
.00018 and .00025 mfd. capacity. The number of
turns on the rotor should average about 36, of
No. 22 wire. Reversing the tickler coil simply
means when connecting up the rotor, place the
connections' across each other. If poor results are
obtained reverse the rotor connections.
A regenerative receiver is one that uses the
vacuum tube with the plate circuit of the tube
fed back to the primary coil. It is not possible
to _get regeneration without a vacuum tube.
Honeycomb coils are regenerative if you use three
of them at once. They are the tuning unit with
the excepton of the necessary variable condensers.
A capacity finder has been introduced by a
manufacturer of radio condensers. This consists
of two strips of metal across which are bridged
five fixed condensers of different capacities. The
two strips are connected with the grid circuit, and
it then becomes possible to try various capacities
until the best results are obtained. The device is
then removed and a fixed condenser of the desired
capacity is put 'in its place.

Variable resistance and capacity for grid control are provided in a single device which has recently appeared on the market. The resistance
may be varied in a gradual and positive manner
from one-fifth to twelve megohms, while the capacity may be gradually varied from .00002 to
.005 mfd., according to the manufacturer. It i.:1
said by those who have employed this grid contra!
that signal strength is increased 25 per cent. in
the case of critical circuits, such as the Reinartz.
Natural wave length is the length of the wave,
usually measured in meters, produced by the
aerial's capacity and induction. Roughly speaking, the natural wave length can be calculated by
multiplying the length of the aerial by 4½, and to
change from feet to meters divide by three. This
will give the natural wave period of a single or
_d ouble wire horizontal or vertical swing aerial.
Getting scratchy noises in a set, which sound
something on the order of static? Invariably it
is due to loose connections. Look over the set
carefully and tap the wiring at various points to
s_ee if it affects the noise. One of the greatest
causes of this noise is a wo1·n condenser shaft or.
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bearing. This fault can be checked up by rattling
the condenser shaft and noting what effect it has
on the signals. Another place where trouble is
likely to locate is in the ·jacks. The jack should
have sufficient pressure to make a firm contact
with the phJ'g when it is inserted.
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each stage does not tune sharply the vario-transformers have to be placed far apart.

As an audio frequency amplifi~r the C299
vacuum tube should be ordinarily operated with·
·one suggestion that may help to eliminate 40 to 80 volts on the plate. A grid bias should
secure minimum
noises in an amplifier is to ground the cores of the always be provided in order to possible
overload
amplifying transformers. Another suggestion is distortion and also to p1;event
to ground the negative terminal of the A battery. - at the higher plate voltages. Various -methods
Sometimes the B batteries themselves become may be employed for securing a small bias by
aged from remaining on store shelves, and when utilizing the voltage drop in the filament rheostat.
placed in a radio circuit produce peculiar frying This is sufficient when the plate voltage is not
noises. A storage B battery is good but will not over 45 volts and when head telephones are used,
eliminate the trouble If the circuit is incorrectly but above 45 volts on the plate and particularly
a grid or "C" batwired. Replacing the set with new B batteries when a loud speaker is used,amplifiers.
tery should be added to the
will sometimes remedy the trouble.
When a one-tube Flewelling set fails to work
trace out connections to be sure that they are
right. Substitute condensers for those you now
have. That is the three bank condenser. If the
ones you use are of paraffine paper they may be
p~nctured. Buy mica condensers having a bekelite or metal clamp over the units. T1·y varying
the plate voltage of the tube and vary the grid
leak. The latter is the most critical part of the
set and it must be -right b~fore it will function.
Frequently relief from stray capacity may be
secured by inserting tinfoil in small sheets on the
back of the panel and especially about the dials.
It will also be worth while to try out some of the
anti-capacity dials which are now being marketed.
When using tinfoil make sure that the shafts of
the dials are kept clear from the grounded tinfoil or whatever other method of shield you in- .
tend using. ·
The Autoplex Circuit is the latest to attract the
attention of those · who like to build their own
sets and who are forever seeking something different. The autoplex circuit is, in reality, a super-regenerative set. It makes use of two standard variometers, one for the grid and the other
for the plate, an L-1250 coil in the antenna,.
ground circuit; a filament battery, rheostat, and
vacuum tube; and the usual "B" battery and
telephone or loud-speaker. Indeed, the autoplex
will operate a small loud-speaker without amplification, which makes it rather unique among
the usual run of receiving circuits. As it now
stands, it appears that the autoplex circuit is by
no means a polished product. Unless it is properly constructed and maniulated it produces distorted sounds. Nevertheless, it represents some
interesting exper imental possibilities for those interested in the ex perimental side of radio.
Stuart 'Ballantine in his excellent ,book "Radio
Telephony for Amateurs," describes a form of
variometer t ransformer which lie calls a "variotransformer." This is essentially a ball and
socket variometer with two sets of windings on
the ball and socket. One set is for the plate circut anl;! the other for the succeeding grid circuit.
This type gives good amplification in multistage
work if used with a feedback eliminator, but as

. With a shunt condenser of .0005 mfd. ·capacity t~n t~rns of No. 16 wire will be sufficient. No.
20 wne 1s rather fine. The hum that is heard is
probably due to the proximity of the house wires
which carry_alt~rnating current. Using a larger
co;114enser will mcrease both the maximum and
m1mmum wave lengths to which the set will respon_d. Better signals will be obtained by employmg the small condenser and adding more
turns on the loop.

RADIO AND THE CENTRAL STATION
With the production and sale of electron tubes
for use with radio sets already reaching 300,000 .
a month, the new prospect of energizing these ·
tubes directly from the lighting socket makes the
subject or radio of even greater interest to the
~entral station company, states Electrical World
The Bureau of
In one of its recent editorials.
Standards has now pointed out how vacuum tubes
may be operated on the usual lighting current
th~s doing awa_y wi~h troublesome storage bat:
ter1es. And _this brmgs up this thought: The
most perplexmg problem of the radio boom has
been the question of how to finance the cost of
broadcasting through revenue to be obtained from
the receiving station that enjoys the service. So
_f~i: _no wiiy has been found. Interesting possib!h~1es are sug~ested, however, through the comb_mln_g o~ carner_-current broadcasting over the
hghtmg Imes, as 1s now being done experimentally by General Squire in Washington and this new
use o!. central-station po:Ver in pl~ce of storage
b3:tt~nes. · The cons~mption of energy by the rece1vmg set, plugged mto the nearest socket would
automatically provide a revenue directly ~reditable to broadcasting. This reasoning sounds good
up to a certain point. It seems to us that if the
filaments are operated directly from the socket
no storage batterie~ will have to . be employed'.
Now storage batteries are used, and these must
be recharged at regular intervals on lighting cur-rent. Inasmuch as storage batteries take far
more current to recharge them than they actually deliver it would seem to us that the electric companies are now - getting more revenue
from radio than they might from the direct use
of the current. The suggestion, however, is interesting.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A SAFETY DOOR LOCK
A protection for the housewife who is timid
about answering door calls is gurnished by the
door guard that grips the floor. It may be pushed
into place or released by a movement of the foot.
When in place, an intruder cannot possibly open
the door beyond the point at which the guard
holds it, unless he smashes the panels.
The device consists of a bracket which is attached to the door, a lever and a rubber shoe that
~ps the floor. The latter is described by its
inventor as "100 per cent. non-skid." Unlike
chain bolts, this device permits the door to be
opened as far as the person within the house desires.
The lock can be attached easily and is manufactured in various sizes so that it can be used
on practically any door.
KANSAS WAR ON RABBITS
The plague of the jack-rabbits which does wide
damage to crops and young trees is being lessened
at the 1·ate of four million head a year in Kansas.
With a bounty set at 10 cents a head the extermination of these four million rabbits means an expenditure of $40,000 annually by the State. The
bounty formerly was 5 cents, but this was doubled
last year by the Legislature when the swarms of
rabbits were found to be greatly on the increase.
Jack-rabbits gather by the thousands in the alfalfa fields of Kansas and after they have consumed other available roots turn their attention
to the crops, to the ruin of many a farm. Greyhounds are employed to run them down in many
cases, as, due to their fleetness of foot, the rabbits
are able to escape with ease from hunters armed
with shotguns.
A .GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE
The proposed bridge across the Golden Gate at
San Francisco would span a gap of 6,800 feet
and for this purpose would have a 4,000-foot center span and two shore spans of 1,320 feet each.
As the self-weight of the cantilever limits its
spans between piers to about 1,800 feet maximum,
a bridge is proposed which combine the cantilever

and suspension principles. The cables of the suepended span, instead of extending the full length
of the center and side spans, tie into the ends of
the cantilever arms at points which a1·e so selected as to secm:.e the economical length for both
types of construction. In this case, for the single
span of 4,000 feet there would be needed only a
suspended cable span length of 2,640 feet. This
design is known as the "cantilever-suspension"
bridge. The span will provide a clearance of 200
feet for the passage of ship.s. The two main
piers will be 200 feet from base to top, and superimposed on them will be steel towers 747 feet
high. Their maximum width at the base will be
115 feet. The total length of the bridge proper
is 6,640 feet. The two main cables will be 20
inches in diameter. The cross--sectional width of
the bridge is 80 feet, providing for two trolley
tracks, two lines of motor cars in each direction
and two 7-foot sidewalks. The center span is 2,400 feet greater than that of the Manhattan
Bridge and 750 feet greater than that of the proposed Hudson River Bridge. The estimates call
for a total cast of about $17,000,000.

LAUGHS
Photographer-Loo~ pleas;mt, please. Victim
- I guess you'll have to move that "Terms Cash"
sign.
"Our cook gives us the same thing at every
meal." "What does she give you?" "Indigestion."
Wife-Mr. Whistler seems a very sensible fellow. Husband-Oh, pshaw! He doesn't know
enough to ache when he · is in pain.
She-Do you love me for myself alone? HeYes, and when we are married I don 't want any
of the family thrown in.
"Pop!". "Yes, my son." ''I know why people
walk in their sleep." "You do? Why is it?"·
"Because their feet don't go to sleep."
Reilly-Pat was drowned yesterday. Fitzpatrick-Couldn't he swim? Reilly-Yes, but he was
a union man. - He swam for eight hours and then
·
quit.
Kind Lady-I have a book at home on "Selfhelp" which I think you-- Beggar-No use.
I peddled it for two weeks, an' didn't make a dollar.
"Fred, dear, why are some women called Amazons?" "Well, my dear, you remember our geographies said the Amazon has the largest mouth
- - " But she went out and slammed the door
before he could say any more.
"It was simply a question of veracity between
us," said the oldest inhabitant. "He said I was
a liar, and I said he was one." "Humph!" rejoined the village postmaster. "That's the :first
time I ever heard either of you speak the truth.•
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PENNSYLVANIA EATS HALF
OF EACH DOLLAR
More than half of every dollar the Pennsylvania Railroad received last year went into salaries and wages according to a rep_ort on the
company's "dollar" just issued. Of each dollar,
61.4 cents went to the 220,000 employees.
Materials and supplies consumed 17.07 cents,
coal 7.29 cents, taxes 4.54 cents, and loss and
damage payments and depreciation 6.41 cents,
with some miscellaneous rentals included. To
pay fixed charges 7.72 cents ·was used up. The
remainder in each dollar for the stockholders and
the upholding of the company's credit 5.56 cents.
A LITTLE CONGO GORILLA
The gorilla prowls in broad daylight and visits
every village garden and plantation, gathers
thousands of pineapple plants, many chickens and
still eludes the traps and decoys set for him. The
singular fact is that these animals never have
been seen approaching the village gardens and
no one knows just how they manage to reach
them without being discovered. In retreating,
however, they appear to be quite indifferent about
being seen, as a dozen at one time have been observed returning to the jungle after making their
raids. They cover their approach to a village
garden by the clever tactics they employ and
their system of scouts, pickets and signals, carried out with such skill and precision as to defy
all attempts to circumvent them. Seemingly, a
sort of ingenious radio system has been invented.
Every movement of the band appears to be directed by one in command; but one mystery is
how he communicates his directions of his warning of danger. Everything is done in silence,
and no signal so far has been detected; yet the
concert of action indicates that they are prompted
by some definite means which all observe and understand.
POWER FROM THE ROAD AS YOU DRIVE
If the plan devised by French engineers, and
shortly to be tried out in France, proves successful, motor cars may yet spin along highways
without the use of an internal power-plant. The
force that drives the car will come from the road
itself, or rather from a few inches under the
road, says Science and Invention.
The basic idea of the plan is to provide electric
power for driving vehicles which can be "picked
up'' as the cars progress.
A car equipped with a motor will have under
its body a coil of wire forming a collector, much
as a loop antenna is used on a radio set. A short
distance under the road surface a cable will run,
supplied with current from a central station. This
current will be picked up by the collector coil on
the car and used to run the motor.
The plan presented certain difficulties wbich
were not solved until the invention of the radio
vacuum tube, which allowed the central station
current to be stepped up to sufficient frequency
to accomplish its purpose.
' According to the latest scheme four cables will

be strung under the roads; two will carry current in one direction, and two in another. The
position of these cables will be indicated by lines
painted on the road itself-red, perhaps,· in one
direction · and green in the other. Current from
the central station will be sent to substations
where it is stepped up into high-frequency alternating current. In such form it can be picked
up by the collector coils under the cars. A mercury-vapor rectifier in the car itself will change
the high-frequency A. C. to low-frequency D. C.
which can be used to drive the motor. Speed
control is accomplished by the use of a choke-coil
which allows more or less current to pass. Cars
will carry an auxiliary storage battery for emergency and for use on non-powered roads.
It is also proposed to drive railway trains by
means of overhead wires from which the current
is taken by induction, thus doing away with trolleys or friction contac,ts.
INTERESTING ITEMS
So keen is an elephant's sense of smell that he
can scent a human being at a distance of a
thousand yards.
The Nile is noted for the variety of its fish.
An expedition sent by the British Museum
brought home 9,000 different specimens.
A single bee, with all its industry, energy, and
innumerable journeys, will not collect more than
a teaspoonful of honey in a season.
Fish pedlers in Japan sell their fish alive. They
convey them from house to house in tanks on tricycles, or in little wagons.
Eight hundred men are employed in the Paris
sewers, and the Jl\Ost of them are vigorous and
healthy, and free from zymotic diseases.
A novel attachment for women's hand bags
holds four nickels so they may be quickly withdrawn when its user boards a pay-as-you-enter
street car.
'!'he smell of peppermint is very disagreeable
to mice, and a little oil of peppermint placed
about their haunts will soon make them look for
other quarters.
After being nearly "totally blind for nineteen
years, Hiram Fry, of Lincoln, Pa., had an operation performed on his eye and the same proved
so successful that he is able to see.
London has over 7,000 "sandwich men," who
make of themselves walking advertisements. Most
of them have been gradually forced into this unpleasant line of business by an uncontrollable desire for drink.
A "sweating stone" is one of the attractions of
the farm of John Owens, near Columbus, Ohio.
It never fails to give a forecast of rain. Seventy-five years ago a barn was built on the Owens
farm, and one of the stones used in the foundation is what is known throughout that part of
the country as the "sweating stone." Usually
a day or two before rain this stone begins to
sweat. Moisture oozes from it and trickles down
the sides.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
READING FISHES' SCALES
A sin~le scale from a salmon will tell you its
owner's age, and whether his pickings have been
slim or the opposite. When viewed through a
microscope, the scale will reveal tiny Jines, which
have developed at the rate ·of sixteen a year.
Lines crowded close prove that the salmon has
been living high. Lines widely spread indicate
a scant diet.
FIRST CIGAR IN AMERICA
The 125th birthday of the American cigar will
be celebrated next month in connection with National Tobacco Week and the Tobacco Industries
Exposition, to be held in the Seventy-first Regiment Armory, Thirty-fourth street and Park avenue, New York City, January 28 to February 2.
The first ciga1· was made by Mrs. Prout .of
Windsor, Conn., in 1801, after two years' experimenting. It now has a progeny of 10,000,000,000 cigars annually.
The 300th anniversary of systematic tobacco
cultivation in America and the 200th anniversary
of the meerschaum. pipe also will be celebrated.
Senator Copeland and Theodore Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, will speak at the
Tobacco Salesmen's Association's annual banquet.
I

SMALLEST NATIONAL RESERVATI,ON
On the Missouri side of lhe Mississippi River
just below the village of Wittenberg is a picturesque rock which is said to be the smallest
national reservation in the United States, it having been declared Government property 'Several
Y,ears ago to prevent its destruction for comfnercial purposes when quarrymen threatened it.
Since the time of the early adventurers it .has
been known as the "Rock of the Cross." In a report of a voyage in 1699 Father St. Cosme tells
of climbing to the top of this rock, upon which
he planted a cross with ceremony.
In the nearly two and a half centuries since
the rock has beerr one of the picture places along
the Mississippi and one of the mar~s by- which
river pilots guide their boats, and for many years
was one of the distinguishing points by which
strangers penetrating the wilderness that lay
west of the rock were directed.
SPICES IN HISTORY
Tne tantalizing flavor and piquant qua.Jities of
spices have made them sought after froin the
earliest days of mankind, and an adjunct fo civiltzation at all periods.
In the early days of history spices were worth
fabulous sums, owing to the difficulty of obtaining them and the high cost of transportation.
When Alaric the Goth conquered Rome in 410
A. D., he asked as a ransom 3,000 pounds of pepper, them worth more than its weight in gold.
The first 01·ganization of dealers, .it is ~aid, was

the "fraternity of pepperers," and it was in"the
fourteenth century that the name was changed to
the "guild of grocers," which depicted on its
coat of arms six cloves.
Venice at its height traded in_ spices to the
amount of $10,000,000 annually, and it' vied with
Portugal in securing cargoes from Far Eastern
ports. Columbus was bound for the spices of the
East when he chanced upon a new continent, and
Vasco da Gama, the famous sea fighter, made 'o ne
of his most important voyages to secure a cargo
of pepper, cinnamon and ginger from India.
The Dutch succeeded the Portuguese in the
supremacy of trade in .spices, later to have it
snatched from them in the sixteenth .century by
the English and Germans.

THREE MAJOR DISASTERS TO AIRSHIPS
Three. major disasters, involvinig the · loss of
scores of lives and many million dollars' worth
of property, have occurred to dirigible airships
of the Zep.pelin type within the last two years
and a half, and a fourth tragedy was only avoided
by a hair when the Shenandoah was torn from
her mooring mast at Lakewood recently, where
she was undergoing a week's test prelimina1·y to
her designation for the Arctic flight.
On August 24, 1921, the navy dirigible ZR-2,
while undergoing tests in flight over Hull, England, preparatory to her delivery to her American
crew by her British builders, buckled in midair,
igniting the hydrogen gas with which her balloonettes were inflated. She fell in flames i-nto the
River Humber and was totally destroyed. Sixteen Amexican haval aviators and twenty-seven .
British aeronautical experts perished with her.
The disaster was variously attributed to structural weakness and to the discharge of static
electricjty accumulated by atmospheric friction
during flight.
On February 21, 1922, the dirigible Roma, purchased by the United States Army air service.
from Italian designers and builders, while flying
over the naval base at Hampton Roads, Norfo!R,
Va., plunged 1,000 feet to earth when her elevating ru~d.ers jammed. Her nose struck a nest of
high tension electric wires, exploding the hydrogen gas with which she was inflated. Thirty-four
_ men o( her officers and cr ew were burned to
death.
Just before Christmas, 1922, the super-Zeppelin Dixmude, taken over by the French from
he1· German builders, was lost when gales prevented her return to her hangar after a flight
·over northern Africa. She was the largest airship in existence, and her continuous flight of
4,500 miles in 118 hours 45 minutes was the
world's record for duration and dist ance. It is
generally assumed, in the absence of definite information, that she ran ou t of fuel for her engines and plunged into the Mediterranean,, possibly following an explosion of the hydrogeq
with which she was inflated. Her entire crew af
fifty officers and men was lost with her.
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Miss Verdie Bolt's hair was
coming out by combfuls and
complete loss seemed sure. She
writes that she was terribly
worried. Then somebody told
her about Kotalko. She
started using it. Her hair soon
stopped from falling ~d from
," ,.. .•... ,. . .,
coining away on the comb and
·
brush, and developed new,
beautiful, healthy growth. The photo shows
what 3 boxes of Kotalko did. There are legions
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rare pilocarpus plant and ten other ingredients. You may
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It you are "draggy," -worn out, men•
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depressed, premature•
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with Life and Living,
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q uaint thousands ot discouraged and de•
pressed men and women, old and young,
without a cent ot expense, as to the merits
et this truly remarkable and scientific dis•
.:overy. Do not confuse Bayco Tabs with
ordinary proprietary tonics. Bayco Tabs
contain special vitallzing and nutritive elements, intended to act directly upon the endocrine glands-th~~. building up and in•
rlcoratlng the real Ute forces. Merely send
yo\Jr name and address today for this great
Free Otl'er, and descriptive booklet on this
new development In medical science. The
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Modern efficiency as applied
in factories a n d
shops often make
it necessary t o
study the time required for different operations in
the manufacture of certain products. For th i s
work it is absolutely necessary
to have a stop
watch. The conventional s t o p
watch, however,
leaves much to be
desired, for t h e
reason that,
while it gives the
time elapsed for
a certain operation, it is necessary to indulge
in a considerable
calculation f o r
determining t h e
output per hour
or day.
Now a time
study watch has
been evolved for
the purpose of
eliminating a 11
computation and
making it possible for an observer to read from
the dial the quantity desired. The
circuumfere n c e
of the dial of the
watch is divided
into 100 parts, as
in the well-known
decimal dial, but
instead of these
divisions b e i n g
numbered in the
ordinary manner
they are marked
w i t h figures
which indicate
the number of
operations p e r
hour, when the
time of a single
operation is represented b y t h e
elapsed time. In
the instance of
very short operations, ten operations instewd of
one can be timed.
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-Stops Asthma
Discomfort and Annoyance ·

Often in 24 Hours
Asthma, Hay Fever and Catarrh are responsib le for much misery and failing bealth. It
you are a sufferer from w.beezing, sneezing,
difficult breathing, hawking, raising phlegm,
etc., to prove tbat you can stop these
troubles quickly and easily witb the pleasant, scientific Florence Formuula, I will send
you a $1 bottle postpaid and free of charge
or obligation:- If it satisfies, tell your friends
and pay me only One Dollat·, otherwise the
loss is mine. Merely send your name today
for this liberal free introdu'c tory otter-good
on! for 10 days. F . SHEARER, 2831 Co'Ca
Cola Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Spectacles FREE!

Let me senil you on 'l'en Days Free Trial 11
pair of my famous •·:r.r ue l•'it" Shell R im
Spectacles. Hundreils .of thou sands now in
use everywhere. These splendid Glns ses will
enable anyone to read the smallest print,
thread the finest needle, see far or near an<l
prevent eyestrain or heaclacl1es; If after tryIng them for lO clays ancl nights you " '"
amazed and de!lghtecl, anrl think them equal
to glasses sold elsewhere at $15.00.
only $4.98; H you ilon't wont to kee p them,
r eturn them and there wlll be no ch,, 1
Send no money; Pay no C. O. D.; s im,··

your nam e. nddress and age, and state the
length of time you have worn glasses, if
any. A beautlful velveteen lined, gold -let tered Spectacle Case FREE.
U. S. SPEOTACLE CO.
1528 W. Adams St., Dept. A-1081, Chicago, Ill.

Ruptured?
Learn How to Heal It

FREE
Ruptured people all over the country are
amazed at the almost miraculous results of
a simple Home System tor ruptµre that ts
being sent free to all who write for It.
This remarkable invention is one of the
greatest blessings ever offered · to ruptured
persons and is being pronounced the most
successful Method ever•discovered : It brings
instant and permanent relief ·anil iloes away
with the wearing of trusses forever.
Thousands of persons who formerly surfere<j. the tortures ot old-fasllioned steel and
spring trusses are now r ejoicing in their
freedom from the danger and discomfort of
rupture after a brief use of tbls rema.rkable
System. There Is nothing lilce it anywhere
.and hosts of rt!P.tnred persons are astounded
at the case with which their ruptures are
controlled.
For a limited time only , free trial treatments of this· Muscle Strengthening Prepara tion are being malled to all who npply. It
ls an original painless Methoil. No operation, no danger, no ris.k, no absence from
daily duties or pleasures. Send no monev;
simply write your name and address plalnh•
nod the free treatment with full Information
will be mailed you in s ealed package.
Sencl now- toclay .. It ma:v ~ave the wearing of a torturing trn,;,s for lire. 1
\

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ;·t.
FREE 'l'REA'D1ENT COUPON

Capt _ W. A. ColllM, Inc.
Box 220 A Watet"town; N. Y.
Senil Free T est of your Sys tem
Rupture.

for

Nan1 e .. ... ..•..•. .... ... .. ...• ..... . . . ...

Address ................. . .............. . .

WILD WEST WEEKLY
-

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

LATEST ISSUES .- -

1078 Young Wild ·W est Capturing a Claim; or, Arietta
and the Gold Pocket.
and the Deadwood Dead shot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard to Beat.
1080 " R~~culng . a Ranchman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
1081 " Betrayed by a Grea ser; or, Sealed In an Aztec
Tomb.
1082 " Fight •at the Forks; or, Arietta and the Lost
Emigrant Train.
1083 " a11il the Desperado; or, The Masked Men of the
Mountain.
1085 " Rnptd -Ftre Fight: or, Holding n Cave of Gold .
1086 " at a Cowboy ''Shindig"; or, Arletta CalJlng a
Bluff. .
1087 " anil i:;enor Santo: or, The Brigands of the
Rord er .
1088 " Ca lling t.h e Cavalry: or, Arletta's Thrilling Ride.
1089 " RPad:v Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
1090 " Rond Agent. Round-Up; or, Arietta Carrying
tile Mall.
1091 " and the Red Ranchero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Settlement.
1092 " On a Puzzling Trail; or, Arietta's Nugget Clue.
1093 " Fight in the Sagebrush; or, The Richest Spot
In Nevada.
1094 " and Little Moccasin: or, Arlettn's .Pawnee Peril.
1095 " Stopping a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
1096 " On the Frontier; or, Arletta and the Mexican .
Outlnws.
1097 " ann. ''Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
1\fan In Camp.
1098 " Rich est Panout; or, .A:rietta and the Hidden
Cave.
1099 " an<l the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On the
R an ge.
1100 " Trailing the Express Tbleves; or, Arletta's
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
a Dance.
1102 " Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arletta's Daring Deception.
ll03 " Red Hot Fight; or, The Hldalgo's Hidden
Haunt.
1104 " Lariat Swing; or, Arletta and The Broken
Bridge.
1105 " ancl the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
A't the Double Six Rancb.
J106 " Shooting for His Life; or, Arietta's Able Assis.
tance.
1107 " and "18-Carat Dan"; or, The Dandy Bad Man of
Gilt Edge.
1108 " Defying His Enemies; or, Arletta and tbe
Dea th Cave.
1079 "

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any ad-

dress on ,.-ecelpt of price, 7c. per copy, In money or pos •

; age stamps.

THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS PRICE 8- CENTS

Hunting for Grizzlies; or, a Lively Time in the
Ro'C kies.
1110 " Trailing the Redskins; or, Arletta and the Abdu cted Girl.
1111 •• Again st Odds; or, The Shot That Won tbe
Fight.
1112 " Stopping a Round Up; or, Arletta and the
Ban ch ero.
1113 " an cl f he L as so Thrower; or , the Hard Gang
of Black Ravine.

1109 "

HARKY 'IC. WOLFF, Publhllel', Inc..
New Yerk Ctt.Y
UNI 1Vut ls.I Street,
/

SCENARIOS

Useful, Instr uctive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
N o . 35. H OW TO PLAY GAMES. - A compl et e and
useful- little book, containing the rules and regulations
of bll1iards, bagatelle, back -gammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. H OW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contaln•
Ing all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40.

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW Y ORK END MEN'S
,JO KE B OOK. - Containing a grea t variety of the latest
jokes used by tb e m&et famous end men. No amRteur

minstrels Is completP without this wonderful little book.

THE B O YS OF NEW YORK STUMPNo. 42.
SPEAK ER. - Containing a varied assortment of stump

speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just thP th ing for home amusement and amateur shows.
N o. 4/l,

Price 85 Ceot • Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changea la
the method of construction imcl submission of ace•
narios. Sixty Lessons, coverin~ every phase et ace•
narlo writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and lilook•
stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the
price, 35 cents, In nioney or po • tace 11tamps, and we
WIii mall you one, pos'ta&'e free. J.ddress
L. i ENA.RENli, 1111 SeY,.th Ave., New York, N. Y

\

T H E B OYS OF NEW YORK ~UNSTREL

GUIDE AND J OKE B OOK. - So1nethlng new and YerY
Instructive. Every boy should obtain this book , as It
contains full Instructions I for o_rganlzlng an amateur
minstrel troupe.
-

N o. 41!. HOW TO llfAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
A description of the wonderful uses. of electrlcltv and

electro magnetism: toi?eth_Pr with full instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. Bv George Trebel.
A.. M., M . D. Containing!!' ovpr fifty lilu stratlons.
No. 48. H OW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES. - A
handy book for boys, cont aining full directions for constructing cnnoes and the most popular manner of 88 11.
·
fng them. Fully lllustrat<'d.
N o. 49. H OW TO DEBATE.-:-Glvlng rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions tor dis,
cussion and tbe best sources for procuring Information
on the questions given.
No. ISO. HOW T O STUFF BIRDS ~ D ANnfALS
-A: valuable book, giving instructions In collectln~, pre:
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and In•
.
sects.
'!'l'o. 51. H OW T O DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Conta1nlng explanations of the general principles of slelght of-band applicable to card t~icks; or card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand. of
tricks Involving sleight-of-band. or the use of specially
prPParPd cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. - A compl ete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
tor playing Euchre. Cribbage, Cassino, Forty- Five
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker. A.uctton 'Pitc h Ali
F ours, nnd many other popular games· of cards. •
No. 54.

HOW T O KEEP AND MANAGE PETS

Giving complete Information as t o the ma nn er a nd m et~
od of raising, keeping, taming, breedin g an d managing
all kinds of pets : al so glvinfnfull Instruction s for m akl~:ti~~~~s , etc. Fully expla ed by t wen t y-eight IJJusCon
No. 56. H OW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER
tainlng full Instructions how to ·become a Joco-;otlv;
engineer; also directions for bull ding a model locomotive; togethAr with a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. - B y Ol d Kin
Brady, the well -knowtt.- detectlve. In whlch h e Jays d ow~
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well -known det ectives.
No. 60.

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

H OW TO l\IAK E AND SET TRAPS.-Includ ,

Ing hints on how to catch moles, weasels , otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
Illustrated.

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER. _

Containing useful Information rega rding the Camera and
how t o work It; also how to make Photogra phic Ma&"lc
Lantern Slides. and other Trans parencies. Handsomely
illustra ted.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE JCLEC'l':JlVCAL MACllINE!I
- Containing full directions for making electrical machines, Induction coils, dynam os and m any noYel toy•
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
Illustrated.
For sale by a ll newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Ine.
New York Ci~
166 We11t 23d Street.,

